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Dear Special Educators,

A comprehensive health curriculum is a must in the education of

exceptional children. Excepting the'thue "R's", health is probably

- the most functional of the skills we can attempt to teach special

children. Through coordinated efforts, from-the primary level to
the high school level, proper habits and attitudes can be dei/eloped.

When this curriculum guide is implemented, with the4vigor
characteriStic of the SpectalEducators in our county, there
no doubt that this guide will help provide improvpd health edu-
cation in our county and-serve as a-source of continuous and
sequential health education planning. The teachers,, however,

who employ the guide in their everyday instruction will give the

currlcUlum.its ultimate test.

We appreciate the cooperation and coordination tha t has taken

place to make the health curriculUm a vital part of the SpeiOal

Education program in Cort-land,County. The format in which the

curriculum is'presented is most useful and provides many ideas

1q

teach content. - , . . .

It is only through evaluation by thdse in the field that .

'enables any curriculum to be, fully and successfully implemented.

Please feel free 'to contact us if you have any concerns, questions,

or suggestions for.improvement of the "Health EducatiOn for Special

Children.': This curriculum is a good bpqinning, but only'a beginning
to be refined/as dictated by the experience of the teachers who util-

-., ize' it.

Sincerely you

Q._

George E. Freebern, Director
Special Education

i
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4.0

Health Education For Special Children is the culmination of workshops
funded by the Division-7:7107UTTICATETTF-Education and Services, State
,Education Department, and sponsored by the Cortland-Madison EDCES. It

refleCts the concerted efforts of many persons. The knowledge and .

expertise of the individual curriculum developers/writers are most worthy
oT recognition. .

1=
This health curriculum guide for special education students is a'n

outgrowth of the health education guides which were developed during the
summer of 1974 for use in regular public-schoolc-Its-tesw404nthis BOC-ES
district.

, .

The eventual mainstreaming of some handicapped children helped to
govern much of the material included. Therefore, the activities in each _

unit were Varied enou gh to provide for individual differences among pupils.
The result has been that the content of the units /ritten specifically for
emotionally disturbed or` learning disabled children, and educable mentally
handicapped children was able to follow quite closely the'content of the
original guides. References should be made to the original guides, there-
fore, for additiona1:related activities.

To the writing team'.s knowledge, this is the first comprehensive
curriculum created with the special child'tin mind. It will'provide the

. teacher with many ideas and resources. 146v/ever, there. is always room for

modification and suggestions for improvement, any are welcomed.

(-7
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Introduction

The specific gdals of a health education program can be as many and
varied as life itself. However, optimal health is dependent upon the

,

interactions of knowledge, attitudes and behavior, .The health education
program should establish an:approach to concepts, generalizations, under-
standings, facts, values and{ applications, basic skills, and *decision-.
making; prpcesses which can serve as `keys io good physical, mental,.social,
emotional, and spiritual well-being. All participants in the school health
education program, including teachers and admihistrators as well as students,
should be assisted in working towards:

Acquiring,an understanding of his own physical, mental'and.
social health.

2. Developing responsibility toward his own and community health.
3. Acquiring an understanding that the.goals of good health

result fromindividual practices and maintenance of those
mental, physical, and social habits selected as-desirable,
andgood by society and the individual.

4. Acquiring an appreciation of the value of a healthful life.
5. Encouraging. systematic development Of individual human

, potential for health, growth and happiness.

1.

These are certain elements necessary for success of a health education
program that cannot be written into a curriculum guide. These essential
elements come from within the individuals respofisibld fqr implementing and
carrying Cut the program:

1. Commitment on the part of administrators and teaching staff to
a belief in the value and potential tf health education.is
most important:

2. In view of them definition of health-in terms of its psychological
physiological, socioltgical aspects, there needs to be,_more--
than in any other curriculum area, a willingness to work
together and lend support tn.setting up and maintaining a good
school health education program - one which is prevention-
oriented and clearly above and beyonI the minimal requirdment
for drug and health education as delineated in the Rules of he

Board of Regents and the Regulations of.the Commissioner of
Education.

3. , It is possible to improve the classroom experiences of he th

education studentsthrough sincere desire by all difrectl
involved.to utilize to the greatest advantage appropria e
resources (includihg thoSe of a human nature) and/or o er

quality teaching aids, materials and devices which ar made
available.
Support for the concept of student participation and involvement
in their own learning is a most meaningful part of a sound
health education program. Provision should be made for a
diversity of learning approaches including extension df
learning intomulti-community settings.

vi
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!A Statement on Philosophy of the School4tealth Program

Health is an integral aspect of every phase Of life, Without health'.

man'cannot function effectively in, his society. Health can, therefore,
be considered not only biological, but psychological and sociological
well-being as well..

The School Health Program, which inclmdes all functions and services
designed to, promote the optjmum health in eaCh'Crgld, is a'flexible
blueprint a4med at assisting students in developing into independent,

,.responsible adults. It Woufld seem that no one,; be it student or adult,
can be independent and responsible unless he is equipped with the health
necessary to be sd; health that is, in part, imparted by knogledge and
understanding of, the fofteswhicWis for this reason that, with the
guidante,of State legislation and the loCal Board of Education, the School
Health Prbgram endeavors to supplement parental responsibility in this
realm., The Effective and flexible program Must originate with the needs
and interests of the individual. From this b sis', it should'continue to
meet the needs of,the family, community, nati n, and the world...

As a result bf imparted knowledge, under tandings, and good health
habitS-and attitudes, we would hope. to-,kindl , promote, and help each
child achieve a state of physical, social, e otional, intellectual and
spiritual well-being that would be conduciveito such academic learning
as the student was capable of acquiring. InIshort, we aim at helping the

'student to "become all he is capatile of bei b.. This is based on the
assumption that health, not being an end in itself, is a means -to an

end - - - -'a happy, fruitful life.

1
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Implementation of.a School Health Program

/.

/

What er the organizational plan, the only significant test of its
worthwhil, ness is the effect which it brings to bear on the total
educational program or the opportunity which it.affords children to
learn-

-When the 56hiol Health Program is being 'established or adjusted,
certaii guidelines orbasic principles, if adhered to, will- help to insure
its success. These areas follows.

1. Develop-It gradually rather thaM superimposing it abruptly;---
2. Though ideThstic in its announced gull, it is realistic in .

its current performance;
3. -1/f fosters continuous communication between all school staff

members.
4. :toecial facilities are at its dispsal.
5. It is interwoven with the instructional program.
6. It brings its services to every student, not just to those

in distress.

7. It plays an- important role in the school's-public relations
program.. '

8. ltis constantly engaged in a process of self-txamination.
9. It insures a balance in..services it offers pupils.

.Once the program is ready to be established, there are certain general
fun amentals which should be considered in its administration:

1. There should be centralized control to assure-efficient and
effective functionihg of.the total program.

2. Adequate budgeting of finance& td provide necessary salaries,
supplies, and equipment should be carried out.

3. There needs to be proper.coordination of various divisions,
departments, and areas.

4. Selection-Of teachers and health specialists should be based
on the best qualifications for the particular school and

community.
5. Allotment of sufficient time in the school curriculum for the

health program to'function effectively is a necessity.

6. Definite assignment of duties-and responsibii.ities'to teachers,
health -specialists, and administrative assistants is a must.
organization of .ahealth teaching program should be on a
school-wide basis.

8. Consideration of legal provisions, state and local laws,'and
requirements pertaining to and affectingre School Health

and pertaining to special childne ,should not be
neglected. .

9. Provisions should be made for assuring maintenance of the school
plant and facilities in a sanitary and hygienic manner.

10. Special measures are necessary to recognize and provide for
individual physical, mental, emotional, and social differences
of students.

1
11. Methods and plans for safeguaring the health of teachers,-as

well as of students, .should be an integral part of the plan.

12. There shOuld be constant and thorough evaluation of the total

School Health Program.

viii
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CurriliqiiM Overview

4,

-i,

One area of study which is often lacking
(

for special education students
is that of health education.

The overall goal of this curr'iculum is to assist in developing individuals
with the-competency to functioh.well in society and the,ability to cope with
the social, physical, emotional, intellectual, and spiritual dimensions of
man., This goal seeks to aid in the discovery.of self in relation to others
in society and in the world and toimplement the concept that decision-
making is best where each individual has adequate information and experiences
upon whf&h to base his decisions. Decision-making is a cumulattve proc-ess
which results from a growing awarenessof_self and a growing awareness of
the healthful alternatives which the health education process provides,

This guide is a vehicle for preventive education, acknowledging that
a primary task of the school is development-of positive self-concepts,
helping students obtain control over their own lives, and maximizing their
,health potentialities. It offers a curriculum which Ilielps each individual
examine the meaning and value he desires health to have in his life and
thd life style he envisions necessary to implement his desires and values.
It represents, curriculum designed to fulfill personal needs and interests
based on varied ability levels via being meaningful and relevant to

. students preparing to live healthful, productive and rewarding lives:

This'rationale is'Oased on concepts which provide for increasing levels
of information and experiences related to physical, psychological, and
social development as grade level increases. There is decreasing breadth,
but greater concentration of information and experiences in various areas:
of health education and maturity levels increase providing a continuous
and cumulative effect rather than a disjointed one.

Health Edycation should:

I. Represent a major part of a life-long educational process.
2. Exist for benefit of all students.
3. Represent a process" that begins'imformally during pre-

kindergarten years and-continues throughqut adulthood.
4. Involve total school/community efforts.
5. By its basic nature, revolvearound developing o meaningful',

satisfying and healthy life.

This particular guide represents one level of a planned, unified and
compreAensive K-12 health education program for special children designed

1. .Meet the needs of all students\..
. .

2. Be sequential, building on developmental tasks at each level.
3. Be flexible in order to facilitate implementation on a

county-wide-basis, . .

4. .1nclude objectives and learning experiences for assisting in
the decision-making process.

5., Be easily updated, due to its format, via replacement of pages
(

,

upon their obsolescence.

ix
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'Each topical area or. unit consist; of five basic parts:

1. Overview and'Objectives
2. Concept;
3. - Content Outline ,

4. Learning and Evaluative Activities
5.' Resources

,Whe unit overview gives a brief orientation to the philosophy regarding
the unit. The outline of objectives reflects the cognitive, affective and
psychomotor domains. They signify specific ways students should be able
to thinks feel, and act,' after completion of the unit of study.

The concepts and supporting content outlines provide necessary back-
gr9und material for behavioral change. Coordinated with these are suggested
resources and learning and evaluativeactivities from which student
experiences may be selected in order to promote desired behavioral changes.
These resources are not only for students, but also include materials
which are too difficult for students' personal use, but valuable for ,

teachers in the preparation of lesson plans.

Included among the resources are films which are usually listed with
a reference to their Cortland-Madison BOCES number. To ,locate the producer/
distributor,. the teacher should consult the NIGEM Index of Films, which
is available in most BOCES buildings or other film centers. Of course,

any film or material must be previewed and carefully integrated with class-
room activities in order to be of maximum effectiveness,

The curriculum guide contained herein is skcifically designed to be
descriptive and adaptable in order to allow foc.VAriations in school systems,
teachers, classes and special education students. The teacher'may not be
able to expect students with certain disabilites`to be able to spell
correctly or write explanations, if at all, but by repetition as required
the student should be able to learn eventually to pronounce and understand-
the important vocabulary words. The,interiction of content and process
in health education should lead to the development of problem-solvirig
behavior which can be used flexibly and in a variety of situations. The

goal, therefore, is to move as much 'as possible beyond fragmented.and
, memorized information to the level where concepts are developed and

internalized. -To this end the teacher may want to draw upon activities
from one unit to reinforce the o4fectives of another, or to use these
activities as a point of departure in devising new ones.

10
X
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Content Oveview

Teachers need to be very flexible and ready to adapt the learRing
experiences to individual learning capabilities. Sbme of the students/.

who may read and write very poorly can be expecteckto be very ttlrious
and verbalize fairly Well regarding health-topics presented.

Certain special educ tion students, such as the educable mentally
retarded and the trainable mentally retarded, may have very little
ability to transfer learning. Words may haveto be explained repeated=
ly in terms they card understand. Any audio- visua4 Materials employed,

must be carefUlly screened prior to use and discussed after use to Make
certain the pupils understand the vocabulary add concepts'preserited:
Emphdlis should be placed on learning major concepts not facts that stu-
dents' won't be able'to- retain. The teaching techniques and extent or
depth of coverage` of material is governed to a'considerable degree by
the types .and degree of handicaps of the children involved.

- Remember that the mentally handicapped child or adult is,not very

different from any other human being. First, this individual is a ,human

being, and only secondly does he have.a handicap. His basic needs are as

great as anyone else's, but his difficulties in learning, relating and

coping may be greater. His behavioral' manifestations may be inappropri-

ate and because,of this so-called negative behavior, his problems are
great. .

Teaching an thin to those with learning problems requires special

skills and understanding. Their needs are often more individually-

demanding; and it is usually more difficult to communicate with them.
In preparing this guide, the writers were especially conscious of the
tremendous range of special education students' abilities to,learn.
There are handicapped individuals who are barely distinguishable from
the so-6:1,11ed "normal" members of society. And there are those whose

handicaps' kre so extreme that they may never learn to per'form simple

tasks of self -care such as eating or dressing. The writers of this

guidetassume that the special education.teachers using. it already have.

'an understanding of the similarities and differences crf their students

compared to those students without learning problems. Therefore, any

reference to types and/or classifications of handicaps is generally

avoided.

xi
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NUTRITION
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Amerl ans are among ;the, fpriinate few. on earth who have enough of

the right jndg of food Aso that 411 citizens _can hive a balanced diet.
Unfortunately, a large proportion{ of the peOl'ple do not take adyantagb
of this oppOrtunity.. Many 'are ignorant of what constitutes an adequate

diet. Others thiDk that since their budget prOhibits the Dpying of
large quantities of ,meat., they 'mist settle 'for a protein- deficient`'

diet,----Some are swayed by Mislea,ding advertising .on teTevisiq and radio. ,

s
c 4 0

Jletarded childrenare paritcularly- vulnerable;-to- -the bad-eating-

habits which are wide-spread in this nation. 4'i- etarded child may find

it difficult to see the relationshiff betwedn good nutrition and physical,
health because the connections are complex and there may be a tiMe lat
betwden cause `and effect.' The child_is also more likely seven than

,normal children to be swayed by the, aUvertising hear'cr on his/her

fa vor i tePargrams,l, , .

, , .

,

..
,

V , 5 .-

*

, The school's major Nutritional, concern is in the promotion of

sound dietary, habits. The *challenge ,is to break the traditional
boredom of memorizing nutrients in the food"groups and move in the

.,

fieldof stimulating nutritional fy-grounded-experieri es.

'Eating wisely is es.sential. for a happy and healthy life!

OBJECTIVES

Suggested Pupil Outcomes;

c

Demonstrate a knowledge of the relationship of good nutrition,

r .

adequate sleep and physical activity to the body's growth, and

development.

2.. Discover and evaluate how behavior while eating can inf)uence
body' processes in both a negative and positive' manner.

3., Demonstrate a knowledge of, the bas-ic principles of meal planning.

4, List and describe methods for handling and preserving foods.
Demonstrate their applicatioto consumer use.

46.

5. Examine and evaluate the problems of obesity .at various age levels.

6. Demonstrate a knowledge of the four basic food growps and categorize

the most commonly eatep foods.
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MAJOICONCEPTS e

y 7e

o
1.

1. Optimal growth is dependent,on persorlal health practice and wise

decision .
.

. ,.

2, "Growing" regularly, is a sign of health.

,

.. _ -
3. All living things° need, food in order to grog.

;

"4. Avarietyof foddssurs good nutrition.
,

5. Food is used for many reasbnis 'and food take and oUtptif is basic

to the 'development° of a sound body..
.

Food

7. Some foods May bebetter for the' body than otheks.

4.4

8. Many kinds of..food are available from which to select an adequate diet.
.

t.

9. Keeping ftibd dean is important. '
e

;

.

10. rood is kept sef.e.td eat by improved" "processing. methods."
, .

. . .
,,

.* . . ,

and11, DU? senses of taste and smellaffect.our selection of-food.
'.

'12: Dietary practiCeg,are affected by tradition, culture, and ethnic"

. background. _ .

/
13., Different foods come from a variety of places..

.

14. The packaging and preservation of food is important to keep them'''.

healthful./

P
. 45. ObserVing proper table manners helps make meals pleasant for.everyone

v and helps one get the mostout'o [teals'. ..

1
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CQNTENT tIOTLINE

/,

- . ..

I: What is'Food? --- .- ,

A. Need for water and food .

B. Now food-affects how .ye feel
C.. Different kinds of foods

D. Where different fo'dds come trom.

E. 'How traditions, culture and*ethpic
, .$

'of foodS . 1 - =
, .

. . -. ... ,

II. Food is Used'for PTeaure .
-*

*-4 L A. Favorite-foods .

" B. Food a,,i part of pleasurable (happy) situations .

t

baCkground affect selection

a

',III. Food is'-'LseefOr (Doing Things)" Energy

,Fuel in order for our bodies.to move.

B. -Heat production to keep.our.bodies warm
C.' Needed "constantly to replace that consumed

. ,

,IV. Food'is Used for Building
Needed' for growth

B. Growth is at different rates
C. Cells (60ilbing blacks of the body) need food in order to

grow, repair or replaC'e themselves

V. People Eat Many Different Kinds of Food
. .

A. Different ways of eating different kinds of foods in different

parts of the world
,

8. 'Choosilig, What to eat from what is available to us,

C. Eating a variety of different foods
D. -low our-senses affect our selection of foods

E. )ifferent'foodl are eaten in different ways

1. Some foods are finger foods

2. some foods are eaten with a spoon

3. Some foods are eaten with a fork

VI. Importance of Keeping Food Clean
A, .N cessity for handwashing

B. Using Clean eatng'uten3ils
C. Wa hing raw fruits and yegeabl.es prior to eating

D: No sharing,same piece"of,focid with other people or .pets

E. -Nec ssity for refrigeration,.freezing and improved processing,

: vof, ood

VII. Planning Tor GooNutrition
A. Selecting from the Basic Four food 'groups for simple meal planning

.GoOd nacks versus empty calories

-3-



LEARNIUG AND EVALUATIVE 4CTIVITIES

1. Observe growth of seeds and'olants in soil; use soil with insufficient
nutrients, adequate nutrients and too many nutrients.

2. Place grass seed in a sponge and add 'observe and-discuss the

results.

3. Make a trip to the farm,"pet store or' 'zoo; ask farmer; store or zoo

manager about foods the animals eat.

Discuss what makes us hungry.

5, Keep height-and weight charts for individual comparison at 3 month,

intervals.

6. Bring in clothes from last year to try on.

1/47. Observe eating habits of pets; note differences between large and

small animals, if any.

8. Compare your food intake with infant or toddler brother or sis ter.

9. Discuss why one child may eat more than another (first grader,

, teacher, etc.).

10. Sint a host or hostess for the tables at lunchtide. Discuss their

responsibilities.

11. Construct a food.train made from cartons composed of an engine and

four cars. Each car should be designated-daS-one of the basic four

food groups. Make models of, wide variety of foods and place in

appropriate car.
N

12. Have tasting,parties with simple party foods: peanut butter confections;

no-bake cookies, fruit jello, etc'. Make place mats and'decorate

tables. Form committees to carry out.your party (setting up, serving,

'clean-up, etc.). vqq154s

13.' Make giant paintings of fruits and vegetables onlarge paper or cloth

sacks. -Put Voles tor arms and. eads. Use in play.or skit to tell

class what frs ifked'14out each food (or where it came from, when

uset it, etc.)- . )

14. Have a play store using stand-up pictures or'stock with empty cans

and bores. Practice buying foods for a meal using the basic four

food groups.

1§. Make a "good foods" booklet. Show a variety of foods from the basic

four' food groups.

'16, :Make a food chart showing balanced meals froM the basic four groups.
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17. 'Make simple food mobiles from construction paper:

18. Collect samples of cereal grains in plastic bags to display on

bulletin board.

19. piScuss: Foods gobd for snacks.,

20. Display pictures of the "pleasurefoods"and tell when they shou

be eaten.

21. Show that some funds have more of one nutrient than other foods.

Distuss why it is important for us to eat many types of foods.

22. Discuss the place of candy and sweet foods its -the diet.

23. Visit a da4,-y to see how milk is pasteurize);\
\ -

24. Discuss how food turns into energy in our bodies. Develop a chart

to.sho4 now our body needs and uses energy.

25. Make a chart showing the many forms milk can take (ice cream, cottage

cheese, etc.).

26. Discuss preparation for meals' (washing hands, cooling-off from play

activities).

27. Demonstrate proper use of napkin,at table. Discuss small bites,

0 eating slowly, elbows on table, cheerful conversation,*use of

ytensils. -

28. Draw up a list of 'good eating habits for bulletin board display.

29% Rub cotton on the floor, desks, etc. Examine and discuS-seating

food dropped on the floor.

30. Show how exqtement and rushing,relates to digestion.

,31. Discuss traditional holiday foods (at home and in other countries).

Make cranberry sauce for Thanksgiving, chocolate Easter eggs, etc:

<
-

,

32. Do 'some eating, smelling, tasting,- cookingexperimentswith children

,
-to explore new possibilities in food. - ,

I , .
. .

33, Makebutter, bread,"jello, applesauce and ice cream in the classroo
\

te

34. Serve a good breakfast in the classroom. ,

_

' -

/ .

/35. Make your own'placemats fv breakfast in art class.

36. Give each child a paper plate and a magazine. Cut out pictures for

a good lunch, breakfast or dinner, paste.on plate, add placemat,

plastic silver and beverage for an attractive poster. ,

. i
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37..piscuss the nutritional value of raw and cook6dv,egetables. Why do

we cook foods? Cook foods varying lengths of time and observe both

the food and the water each time.

38. Plan with the, school dietitian to have yobr class make ,one or more

short visits to observe hoar foods are prepared. Follow-up with a

group discussion of-what the children saw add write an experience

chart.

39. Collect food lapels; discuss what the label tells about food that

is;inside the container. (Weight, additivei, artificial coloring.)

40. Visit the-following and study the role each has to, pla in providing

safe food to eat:
Meat packing company
Water treatment plant
Canning factory

41. Visit a Store. Ask the grocer about government inspection. Have

the store keeper tell and show how the food he sells is kept safe

for people to use.

42% Discuss table manners and reasons why manners are used.'

. 43. Role-play ways to encourage a relaxed mealtime and ways to create

tension during mealtime.

44. List and discuss the foods they ate for breakfast this
,

morning.

45. Demonstrate seteingup a table, serving and clearing off.

46. OisCuss and demonstrate use of napkins, utensils, condiments, etc.

47. Role-play eating at a restaurant using good table, manners.

48. Visit a local restaurant for lunch and a tour of the kitchen:,

49, Visit a cider mill in the fall and a sugar shack in the spring.

50. cut out pictures of different foods and put them 0 on bulletin boards

labeled with the four grout's.

51. Haveochildf-en plan.lunch and preparealt periodically using food group

charts.

52.s. Practice going through lunch and discuss use of utensils.

53. Practice maning diff'erent'foods.using,Peabody cards. Have tasting

parties to taste foods children a're unfamiliar with.

54. Make a chart to keep track of who eats something from all four food',

. groups at lunch.

17



Books.:

RESOURCES

At the Bake-y, Lillian Colonius and Glenn Sthroede,,v-,Melmbn-t, 1954, 664.7

C

Food.and ';utrition, W.H. Sebrill and J.J. Haggerty, The Life Science
Library, Tire; Inc. 613.2

S

The Good Foods Coloring Book, Consumer and Marketing Service, U. S.
Department of Agriculture (Free)

How Foods Are Preserved, Marjorie Banks,'Benefic Pres, 1963, 641.4
B

Let's Go the Bdkery, Naomi Buaheimer, Putnam', 1956, 664
B

The Medicine Show, 1963, Part II (Chanters 13-17) available through SEIMC

The 'has Among the Ferries, Ballantine Book, Inc. (Food Fadisms and
Nutritional Ouackery)

Story Book of Wheat, ;laud. Petersham, Winston, 1936, 664.7
P

You Visit a Suiiar Refinery, Leonard Meshover:, Benefic Press, 1966, 664.1

--7t,

Adventure in Learning - Wheat, BOCES 484272, black ahk white, 20 minutes

.Big Dinner Table, EOCES #831-236,11 Minutes

- Bread, BOCES (video cassette), 11 minulesii

Chocolate: any is Chocolate Sweet?,'BOCES (videcrcassette), 4 minutes

Food for'Fun, BOCES #831-313, 10 minutes

Food: Story of a Peanut Butter. Sandwich, BOCES,#832-118,15.minutes,

Good Eating Habits, BOCES #831-369, 11 minutes

.Milk: From Farm to You, BOCES (video cassette), 13 minutes

Onions and Spa hetti: Wfiy Do Onions Make Me Cray, BOCES,(video
cassette , minutes

IOLED21: Where Do They Come From?, BOCES (video cassette), 4°minutes

Where Does Our Food Come From?,BOCES #831-27, 11 minutes

18
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Pamphlets: -

Jane and Jimmy'Learn About Fresh Fruits and Vegetables, United Fresh

Fruit and Vegetable Association, Educational Materials,

. 777 Fourteenth St. , N.W., Washington, U.C. 20005

Hey Kids! Get Aboard the Good Ship Vitamin C, Florida Citrus Commission,

Institutiol7J57d School Marketing P.O. Box 148, '

Lakeland, Florida 33802. Also spirit duplicator masters of /-

The Or,-.n;e Clock, Monthly Calendar, Word Picture Story, and

Four Seasons

Filmstrip ard,Cassette:
a

Alexander's Breakfast Secret - A Nutritional Aid from the Cereal

Institute; BOCES 4392-19

Kits:

Gime:

The Heal they Way in Wonderland - "Chef Ahmalett's Health Diet",

BOCES 4/9Z-27

e-

Apples and Health Poster and Good for Me and rix Apple, teaching units,

NationalApple Institute, Suite 410, 2000 P. Street, N.W.,

liasington, D.C. 20036 .

It's Breakfast Time, BOCES #123-23
0

Story of a Loaf of Bread, teaching unit for primary tirades, Continental

Baking .Company, Home Economics Department; P.O. lox 731,. Rye, N. Y.

10580 .

,Astronaut Breakfast tame, 'Kellogg Company,-Home Economics Service,

Battle Creek, Michigan 49036,- (Request must state number of

students in classy

Puzzle:

Floor Puzzle: Breakfast; 36" x 24", sturdy puzzle, Trend Enterprises,.

Box 3d73,.St. Paul, Minnesota 55165, $10.20

19
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Posters:

American Institute of Baking, 400 East Ontario Street, Chicago, Illinois

Foodway to Follow
The Pack-It T

Dairy Council of California, 14095 Market Street, San Francisco; California

Child Feeding Posters
The Four Food Groups
027LiTOITZT-7-a Happy School Day

We All Like Milk
Watt We Do Day i Day

HENs:
4

Nutrition MaterialsBOCES4HH-l9

Nutrition -Origin -d Menus,BOCES #HN-20

Cling Peach A visor Board

Charts:

\ Del .Monte Growing Chart

i
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NSORY PT,IRCEPTION.

OVERVIEW

.1 .

.

lur senses olay a vital role in oucorimunications with the world
..

.

'around us. To think f a few moments about the challenges which face
'A person born blind or deaf is tebe almost overwhelmed by-ou de-
pendence.on sight and hearing. Yet a.philOTO-pher has said that it is.

touch which gives mc: 41.:1g to all the other senses and touch which

organizes all sensations. The' sense. of smell still reminds us, like

ourevolutionary p edecessors, of dang&'. Taste adds pleasure to

the vital funotior of eating. . ,

' Yet it is fe to say that no developmentally disabled child

.uses his sense as effectively as possible. Retarded children need

help in tying heir various sensations and perceptions together into

meaningful c structs of reality.

The in aerial -in this unit relates to something which thetudent
does ever,yy waking minute of every day -- receive, process, and respond

to sensa ions ,of the world around him. Increased awareness of and

sen'sit' ity,to this dynamic interaction enriches all of life for the

child

OBJECTIVES.

Suggested Pupil Outcomes:

1. \.Identify what air senses are and the organs associated with them.

2. Identify and demonstrate proper care of eyes, ears, and nose.

3. Identify the importance of.vision and hearing for normal daily

'.functiOninge , '

4. Cooperate in vision an hearing tests.

5. Demonstrate a willing ess to wear glasses or ahy Other aid if

needed.

6. Abide by safety ruiesfar protecting eyes,. ears, and nose from

injury and infection.

a. Avoid placing finger or other objects fn eyes, ears, and nose.

b. Refrain from throwing objects that might injure eyes, ears,

and nose. .

c. Avoid looking directly at the sun or other bright light

.d. Read or view 'TV in appropriate light.

9 1
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1\
7. Describe the ole of hearing aids and corrective lenses.

8. Show consideration of others who wear special aids or glasses.

f

MAJOR CONCEPTS .

1. There are five ;ii'ain or special senses seeing, hedring, smelling,

touching, and iiastinq.
We taste with our tongue.

feel with our skin.

We hear wilAbilrears.

We see ettour-styes.
We smell witfl.Our nose.

2. Healthy eyes and eallrie important to our overall well-being and

learning ability.

3. The eyes are protected.,n4turally by the bones of the skull, the

.eyelids, and eyelashes 'Op by tears.

4. The hearing apparatus iOroter,ted, basically, by the skull and

outer ear parts. t

5. Eyeglasses can help peopli §ee better.

6. Hearing aids can help peg hear better:

s of detecting vision and hearing
7. Screening test provides\a 0

difficulties.

8. Sharp or point0 objects,\iti'pgrticular, may injure delicate body

parts such as eyes, ears,land nose.

9. Proper medical care of col sand, other illnesses can prove helpful

in maintaining healthy eye an:ei Itars. ,(Examples: Tonsilectomy,

Adenoids removed to imov hdrg.)

10. Blowing the -nose properlyw 11'we ce the risk' of damaging the

middle and inner ear.
\ .

11. Proper lighting and viewing posi-tidp can do, much to avoid undue

eye fatigue. t

J2. Small particles of foreign materfal /Filch sometimes lodge beneath

the eyelids require special attenWil and children should seek

help from an adult in removing thein,.,4

13. Our nose helps us to smell as we breaihe in air.

Y
11

2'2
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CONTENT OUTLINE

4. Our Senses Help Us to Knbwthe World Around Us
A. .Our .eyes and seeing ..

B. Our ears and listening
C. Our skin and touching
D. Our nose and smelling
E. Our tongue and tasting

II. Another. Sense - Responsibility
A. Safety and protection of Our'senses

B. Care of the eyes and ears.

C. Participation in screening procedures

.4.

,

S

I /

23 ,
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LEARNT% ACTIVITIES

1. Make a bulletin board on the five senses. Teacher provides name
and:picture of nart of body (eye, ear, nose, etc.). Child provides

pictures of so-Tething to see, hear, etc.

2. Dramatize situation Qe a family viewing TV; (seating, lighting,
length of tire, distance, etc.).

3. Touching game: (Objects with different textures and -feels are
presented to blindfolded child who guesses what he has touched.)
Other v-el4sions of the above include the: Smelling game, Hearing

game, Seeing gale, and Tasting game.

4. Demonstrate how vision and hearing tests are-giyen. Possibly have

school nurse-teacher demonstrate the 'E" game.
0.0

5. Play game "Sharp Eyes": Have children make 'a circle standing close
to each other, with hands behind their backs. One child is in the

center of the circle; he is the dog. Some child has the dog's bone
(any object) and he passes it quickly to child next to him. Keep

passing the bone on. At some time, the bone may be passed the

opposite way. Those in circle may only Make motion of receiving
bone to farther confuse dog. Dog must have sharp eyes tofind
who has the bone. When he thinks he knows- he may have 2 guesses.
If he guesses right, he nay still be the dog - otherwise child
with bone becomes the dog.

.6. Play game Who Called?": Children form a circle. and one. child
stands with his back to,,circle about15-20 feet away. One child

in center of circle points to anotherchild 'to call the name of
the child who is away. Ps soon as child recognizes caller, he

says, "It is He .has 3 chances. fails, he- changes

Place with cal Ter, If he is.correct, he changes places with

perSOn in the center.

7. Discuss-day and night visions. Send one child into dark closet

for a-few minutes and upon retqrn let other'children 1006 :into
his eyes to see dilation' of pupils.

8. Play; "What:Can You ;See in 1. Minute".

9. Illustrate sound waves by plucking a tightly stretched We or
striking a ti'ghtly stretched Membrane (drum) to vibrate it.

Listen to a watch tick. (Different types of sounds.) Put a

rubber band around,a box and, pull it t6 show how sound waves

start.

10. Walk cuietly through,the hal- arid.return to the classroom. Have

the children make a list of the-sounds they heard,

Collage Of pictures depiceoig th'e five senses.

12. Hame'children.tape-record their voices..

2
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13. Demonstration-of locations of the sense orgAns.

,14. Observe children at play and on the street. Note safety habits?

15. Poems to discuss:
"Sounds"

I like the sounds bf many things -
Of tinkling streams, a bird that'sings,
Of falling.raindrops, buzzing bees;
Of crunching snow, and wind in trees.

I like the sound'of happy play,
Of echoes soft and far away,
Of. music gay or sweet and slow,
Of trains and cars that swiftly go.

But there is one sound nicer far,
To ale than all thee others are,
I like the sound September .brings,
When once again the school bell rings.

"Smells"

The world is fuli of wonderful smells
And you have a nose that always.tells
Of bread.in the oven, hot and'nice,
Of cake being baked with lots,of spice,
Of a barn with fresh cut hay in the mows,
Of horses and pigs and cats and cows,
Of a dog when he's warm and lies in-the sun,
Of applesauce and chocolate and a sugar bun.
Wouldn't it be dreadful if you'd n6 nose
Of every wonderful, wonderful smell?

"Wonders of"Seeing" ' . -

When I lie flat upon the,grasS and put my face close down,

r see so many, many things, all colors, green and brown,
And red and black, so many-things that go round and round,,
And here and there and slow and fast along the grOund,
Forewards and backwards and not fast at all,

Just a creepy, creeoy'crawl.
There's always something moving
So I'm never bored at all.

4

16. Make "feely boxes",out of shoe boxes, cloth remnants, marbles, eta.

17. Play Simon/Says but say, "Simon -,says touch what you hear with,:touch

what you see with," etc.
- A

18. ,Tap arhythm. Pick one child and ask him to tap 'it just as you did.'

19. Go fora "listening walk," Talk"abOut the sounds you hear.

20. Make a tape of familiar sounds such as,punder, birds', footsteps,

running water, and a train going past.- Ask the children to identify

the sounds.

2 s'
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21 Assign each. child a word. Read a story which uses these words
frequently. (uch a story is fuh to make. up yourself.) Each
time a child's word occurs, Fe should `clap, stamp or make some
appropria,te ge5ture as .quickly as he can.

-22. Read .a story and ask the children questions, either as, you go
&long," or at the end. If they knoW you are going to do this,
they will try harder to listen carefully.

23. Make a "grab t3a" out of a draw string bag. WI, it with-a

common objects and open the top just enough for fie child .

to put hit hand in. 'Ask him o choose an object aid identify
it by touch, without peeking. .

4
24. Finger paint is fun if you close your eyes'and draw a picture.'

Then oped them and see how well you did without looking.

25.. Little samples of different textures such as cocpqroy, satin,
sandpaper and feathers are interesting stapled onto the pages
of an album. Talk aboutwhat you think of or how you feel
when you touch the different samples.

26. Shapes such as triangle, circle and square have a whole new
. meaning when explored by touch. Have a variety of large and

small, and rough and smooth for.sorting or matching while'
blindfolded .

27. Put a number of common objects on a'tray. Have the children
4-1dok atthem carefully for a minute or two. Then cover the*
1Can.theJthildren name all the objects they saw?

28. Cover ears with halids to block hearing.. Relate this to fluid
or wax in the ears and discuss how it can be corrected.

29. If any childrhas been to the hospital to have tonsils and .

adenoid's removed,'haye him distuss }is experience.

26
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RESOUP:0ES

Books:" ,
.

...:-.
. . . . . . . g

About Four Seasons and Five Senses, Shaw Radlauer;
.

MelmOnt publisheo,
Inc., Chicago:WT.0-s, 1960, 811 - .

R'

Find Out By Touchin ,

19-617T5

S

Paul Showers; Thomas Y. Crowell Company, New York,
.

'How We talk; The Story. of Speech,, Marilyn Brottman Bennett and Sylvia

Sanders; Medical Books for,Youno Children; Lerner Publications'
Company, Minneapolis, Minnesota, :196, 612

B.

The Listenin -'Pali, Ppl Showers; Thomas Y. Crowell Company, New York,
, 2

S

' 4
a Five Senses, Aliki; Thomas Y. Crowell ComPN, New York, 1962, 612'

A

. "
. The True Book of Sounds We Hear, 111a PodtIndorfi Children's, Press,
-77-7-gcago, T9 5, 534 :

13"

A Look at You,BOCES #831-244, 13 minutes

_Eye Cafe Fantasy,. BOCES (video cassette)., 8 minutes

Hailstones and Halibut Bones I, BOCES 1831-327, 6 minutes.

',. Hailstones and Halibut Bon es II, BOCES #831-328, 7AinUtes

Listenin9., BOCES #.832-97,14 mihutes'

Thousand Eyes, A, BOCES 031-315, 10 minutes

Ways toFimd2Lq,,,OCES 431-310v. 11*iputes?

101.0

s V

°

27
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Kits:
V

T

Perceptual Sk jls curriculum: Auditory Perception Kit, Gerome'Rosner,

WalkerE ucational Book Corp.,.720,F.ifth Avenue, N. Y.., -.N. Y.

10019; 1 3

HEN:
1.

Sensory Perception Materials:, BOCES IHN-21
1

1 ' e

a

28
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DENTAL HEALTH

OVERVIEW'

Even families who are respbnsible and.conseientious may have difficulty
enforcing habits which wig-promote good dental health in their children.
It'takes time and patience to foster the habits bf.frequent brushing, to
insure regular visits to the dentist and to,control the selection of food
to supply nutritiona' needs.

Another problem to overcome in working for good dental health is -

the inefficienCy with which most children clean their.teeth. A toothpaste
"for people who can't bruSh after every meal" is hardly the answer for a
child who is,careless in the meth6d of brushing, who. seldom or never'
-brushes or who consumes sweet snack foods daily.

As is usually tht case, for handicapped children the Problems are
multiplied. However, through education', a great number of these dental .

ills Can be prevented or.controlled. :rhis unit will deal with the

educational phase of dental health as it gertains to the child and his
parents. Because dental health is known to affect the general health,
appearance and social adjustment of an individual throughout his lifetime,
the szhool can and should help to control dental disease, correcting
defects and establishing good oral 4giehe habits.

OBJCTIVES

EuggeSted Pupil Outcomes:

Develop favorable attitudes toward caring fox the mouth and teeth
reflected 1n habitually practicing good dental hygiene.

2. Describe how dental health)is,a'necessary,requirement for
and good aPpearance.

31 Value the continuous need to improve dental healthstatUs
the dentist; good oral care, and 'eating proper foods.

4. :identify those practices wtrech affect dental health.

5. Identify habits that adversely affect dental health.

good fiealth

by visiting

6. Utilize sound protective measures against accidents to oral structures.

7. Encourage parents to provide periodicprofessional,treatment.

B.Demonstrate proper pothbruShing techniques.

9. Identify tooth structure and function to better understand the value
ofgood dental care.

:1a-
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'MAJOR CONCEPTS

1

1. Observance of,ooli dental health Oactices, including personal care,
professional care, Ooper diet and oral habits, is most important
tq gbod oral health.

. 2. Teeth are important to.us for many'reasons;

3. bifferent ,shapes indicate the different jobs the teeth do.

4. The number,of teeth we have changes as we grow.

5. Daily care is importAt to dental health.

6.. Food left on the interproximal surfaces of teeth can cause decay.

7. Teeth can be affected by foods we eat.

8. Regular visits to a dentist can help maintain healthy teeth.

9. Many dental accidents can be prevented by safe practices.

:10; Our teeth help us to chew food for good health, speak-clearly,
look attractive and have proper facial,fom. .

-

C

30
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. CONTENT OUTLINE

) I. How Our Teeth Are Important to Us
A. Appeahance
B. Structure and growth of the teeth to perform the functions

of grinding, cutting; tearing, and crushing -

C. Primary and permanent teeth (premature,loss of primary

'teeth can cause uneven growth of permanent teeth)

II. Taking Care of Our Teeth
A. Cavities are caused by improper care

1. What are cavities?
2. Fluoride application and/or addition to water supplies

3. Flossing can be helpful

4. 'Swish and swallow

B. Brushing
1. Types of toothbrushes
2, Care of the teeth

3. Toothpaste and toothpowder

4. How to brush
-a. Total' time - 3 minutes

b. Use wiggle method .

c.. Brush all surfaces of all teeth

C, ,Chewing on foreign objects

D. Thumb sucking, lip and tongue biting,

III. Our Diet is Important for Healthy Teeth and Gums

A. Foods for sound teeth

B. .Foods that-cause tooth decay

C, Foods that help reduce and control decay

IV. Individuals Who Are,Important in Dental Health

. A. Dentist .

B. Dental Hygienist
C, Orthodontist
D. Parents
E. You

1,

,

4,

31
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LEARNINGAfiD EVALUATIVE ACTIVITIES

.

1. Discuss use of teeth for eating, speech and appearance.

2. Compare the teeth with other cutting'and grinding machines.

3. Display a collection of mag azine pictures about dental health on

.4 bulletin board or arrange the room with pictures, models and objects
pertaining to various aspects of dental health. (Dental-tools,

animal teeth,human teeth, tooth models -:healthy and decayed,
toothbrushes,.

O. Have class members collect pictures of people smiling. Illustrate
how some of these people would look with missing teeth by blackening

a few of the teeth.

.5. Make a bulletin board display illustrating-types of teeth and their

fgnctions. (Cut, tear, crush; grind.)

6 . Display and discuss magazine pictures brought by children showing
good and bad foods for teeth using a "Happy and Sad Tooth" chart.

7. To show that acid will weaken' substances containing calcium (such as

tooth enamel)' place.a whole egg in,a bowl of vinegar (acetic acid)

for about 24 hours.' The,egg shell should become soft as the vinegar

decalcifies the shell.

8. Have child prepare ;lists of good dental pink-time foods.

DeTonstrate ways of cleaning teeth when a brush isn't'available

(swish and swallow, etc.).

.10. Have each child eat a cracker and wjth hii tongue feel the coating

of food op the teeth. Then have each student eat a piece of carrot,

celery or apple and note how much cleaner the teeth feel. Discuss

the value certain foods such as apples, celery, carrots, and oranges
as tooth'cleaners (Nature's.toothbrushes.)

. 11. Make a table display called "using the right tools", have some things

on which children should not use their teeth (bottle caps, nuts, etc.).
Beside each one place a tool or picture of a tool that should1)e used.'

12. Display pencils, unshelled nuts, buttons and other hard objects and
discuss the dangers to teeth when these items are bitten or, chewed.

13. Have children prepare a dagy.brushing chart to be taken home and
,hung in the bathroom to record when their teeth have been brushed

or rinsed. Use different symbols for brushing and rinsing. Evaluate:.

14% DisCUss how teeth grow by examining a model of teeth and jaw.

15. Examine extracted teeth, noting size of crown in comparison to root,

.presence of cavities.

:32
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16. Discuss the importance of taking good care of.priMary teeth even

though you Nill be losing them.

17. Demonstrate.prdpEviays to brush teeth and discuss time for brushing

.theM.

18. Observe one's own teeth in a mirror to determine how cf6an they are.

Observe any debris (food plaque) by removing some ,with toothpick and

observing under microscope.

-19. Brush teeth after lunch in school daily.

20. Check teeth every morning fQr food plaque. Keep chart marking when

----teeth are clean.
& ,

21: Demonstrate with large set of teeth and toothbrush the proper way
to brush teeth, includipg use and care of the toothbrush. Teacher

should demonstrate brushing by:
Using a largemoderbrush and model of te eth, if available.

Bringing own toothbrush and demonstrating - length of time,

all teeth, and ways of brushing.
Having each child br-ing his or her own brush Ad practice

-brushing properly - length of time, surfaces of all teeth.

22 Demonstrate flossing': Have a child hold up a forefinger and middle

linger'firmly together. Gently move a trand of dental floss

(wound around your forefingers) between the upright fingers.. Fold

the dental floss around one finger moving upward to remove food

plaque. Move the floss down again and up around the other finger.

23. Distribute toothbrushes and small tubes. of toothpaste to the children

'take home and use. (Often available free from major manufacturers.)

24.' ake toothpowder in class. ,Students mix the following ingredients

in theyroportions indicated: 1 teaspoon salt,.2-3 teaspoons

baking soda, and a drop or two-of-oil of peppermint, wintergreen

or cinnamon. Have pupils take some home -to use when brushing teeth.

.25. Discuss the loss of primary (deciduous) teeth as a normal.process

'unless there is tooth decay or an accident:

26. Have children share the experience of losing a tooth..

27. 'Discuss a new baby and the fact it has no teeth.

28. Have each pupil draw a set of baby teeth and a set of permanenteeth.

Place an over the'baby teeth that have been lost:. Circle the

permanent teeth that haveerupted.: Combine drawings into a 'scrap-

book thatcould be used-during the year. (Use a ditto master.)

29. Make puppets and depict a visit.to the dentist.

30. Invife,dentist or dental hygienist to visit class and explain services

given by a dentist (Ask them to bring dental instruments if possible.)

Explain meatling of following words: germ, cavity, acid, primary,

appearance, digestion, permahent, dentist, enamel,.calcium, caries,

penetrates, fluoride. -

-22-
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Poets:

ti

4

"Teeth" , /
Some:are 'big,.

Some .are *smal,.

Others aren't there
At all: .

4

"BrUshing"
this is what we want to know - .

BY,ush our teeth the way they grow.

Inside and out and on the top,
We brush them 'clean before we stop!

"But Then."

A tooth fell out.
And left a space
So big my tongue
Can touch my face.

And everytime
.A smile, I show

-A space where -some -
thing.used to grow

I miss my tooth
As you can guess,
Bato,then - I have to

Brush, one less!

"Bruihs' f3rush Your Teeth"

.. Brush, brush -your teeth up to your gum

Don't you let the cavities come
Brush brush up
Brush 'brush down

r, Brush up(-- brush. down.

,

"Wiggly Tooth"
Oncd',1 had a little tooth

That wobbled everyday;
When -1 ,ate and when I talked,

It wiggled every way;

Then I ha& some candy -
A sticky taffy roll.
Now where my wiggly tooth :was
Is nothing but a- hole:

34
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RESOURCES

Books:"

Dentist's Tools,.Carolyn Lapp; Lerner Publications Company,
Minneapolis, Minnesota, 1961, 617.6

"Health.and Growth Series", Book #1, Scott Foresmtn and Company,
Glenview, Illinois 60025

. Films:

Dottie and Her Dad, 16mm, 4 1/2 minutes, American Dental Association

Dottie and the Dentist, 16mm, 4 1/2 minutes, American Dental AssociatiOn

Learning to Brush, BOCES #831-185, 10 minutes

'Tommy's Healthy Teeth, BOCES #831-150, 11 minutes

Kits:

Dental Health School Presentation Kit, pamphlets, vosters%tuothtrushes,
and toothpaste, Proctor and Gamble, P.O. Box 599, Cincinnati,'Ohio,
(Pmfessional Services Division); materials available through ,

American Dental Association, 222 East Superior Street,
Chicago, Illinois

4,

Dental Health Teaching Unit Grades 1-3, Bristol Myers, Educational
Services Department, 630 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York

Filmstrips:

"Billy Meets Tommy,Tooth", "Ten Little People and Their Teeth"-;
American Dental Association, Bureauof Dental Health-
Education, 211 East Chicago Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60611

Filmstrips and Records;

"Your Mouth Spebking", 7 filmstrips, Walt Disney Educational
Materials, Department F, 800 Sonora Avenue, Glendale,

California 91201

-35
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Other assorted materials- available from:

American Dental.Assooiation
Bureau of Dental Health Education
211 East Chicago Avenue
Chicago; Illinois- 60611

01{
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HEMP STATUS; DISEASE PREVENTION AND CONTROL '

Evidence is mounting that physically fit persons lead .longer lives,

have better performance records, and partitipate more fully in life than

those who are unfit. Physical fitness may be defined as "a quality which

enhances all other human qualities." Studies have shown that.physically

fit students miss fewer classes, participate in more activities and have

fewer emotional problems than other students. Physical fitness is an

essential. quality for anyone desiring to make the most of himself and

life.

For the developmentally disabled child, the goal-of physical fitness

has even greater importance. For all children the first period of life

is the one in which sense organs and muscle systems interact with the en-

vironment to provide a structure upon whith more complex perceptual and

intellectual functioning can grow. In the case of the student who is
mentally retarded, this early period has not established a structure which

is adequate. The child may lack basic concepts; he may lack the skills to

process information fromhis sense organs.

A good healthy body can help the handicapped child interact more

meaningfully with his environment. He is more mobile and better able t6

explore; he can.manipulate large and small objects, and control and use

tools. He's active involvement with the things around him can help over-

come weaknesses in the cognitive structure. He becomes'better able to

differentiate himself -from all that is not himself; he-gains a realistic

image of his own body.

The school health education program can provide-knowledge and under-.:

standing of basic health principles-in order to develop desirable health

attitudes and behavior for the promotion of physical fitness. Thus, each

individual should learn to enjoy taking part in vigorous exercise appropri-

ate to age and general ability.

Rather than presenting health and disease as mutually exclusive Cate

,gories, they should perhaps be shown as part of a continuum which ranges

from the feeling of vitality and- well-being.described above all the way

to the cessation of life. Intermediate points along the_way woulerepre-

sent various condition's of mental and physical well-being. The children

can perhaps define their own intermediate points such as "being-really

tired," "having a'bad cold," "having pneumonia," ands° forth.

The teat er can then point out that health is a process which -is

carried om,ea h day in whith we work toward.feeling,our-best; we-do thi

work by eating the right foods, getting the proper amount of sleep,.exer-

cising, and learning to get along with other people.

.0}
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OBJECTIVES

11

1. Understand that physical exercise and activities benefit health.

2. Evaluate one's own growth and development' and develop an understanding

.of the need'for body fitness.

-
3. Understand that health is a 4Ualik of life that can be appr'aisedand

measured.

4. Familiarize oneself with members of the school health team and their
-

role in the total school program.

5. Identify the role of "community helpers" in preventing health problems

and enhancing health status.

6. Develop an understanding that how one feels involves physical, mental,

emotional and social aspects of the individual's health.

7. Develop a willingness to practice whdlesome habits of personal health.

8. Determine the importance of personal cleanliness.

9. Identify how people differ in body types (height, weight).

10. Develop an understanding that poor health habits can cause illness.'

11. Assume responsibility oneself for using personal health habits that will

discourage the spread of disease.,

, 12. Identify fundamental principles of disease.

\\13. Become aware of the fact that even animals-praa-fee-good health habits.

14. Define those daily activities which have a positive Effect on personal

health.



MAJOR CONCEPTS.
0'

1. Exercise and play contribute to personal happiness, growth, strength,
relief af fatigue, and making friends.

Daily exercise strengthens and increases the effectiveness Of the body
and its organs.

3.. Suitable conditions are necessary for play activity.

4. There are suitable times for exercise and play.

5. Sleep, rest, and proper food are important for tomorroles exercise and
play.

6. Good sportsmanship adds to the enjoyment of play activities.

7. Engaging in hobbies, or changing one's activities helps one to relax.

8. Moderate exercise is recommended after illness and for the physically .,

handicapped,

9. Teachers; nurses, doctors, and other members of the school health team
work together to help keep children healthy.

10. Each person has a responsibility for his/her own personal care.

11. .A11 good grooming
and health.

practices are important to one's'appearance, happiness

. 12. Regular bathing removes perspiration, oil, and dirt from the skin.

13. Proper care of the hair keeps it clean, healthy &nd attractive.

14. Proper, care of the nails is.important to grooming.and the prevention of
infection.

15. Personal. health is significantly linked with personal habits.

16. Germs can cause disease.
,.

if
17'. Doctqrs..don't always know what makes people sick.

18. The nature of nialiy diseases makes it possible for them to'be spread from
perSqn to person.

a

19. There are several p4tals-of entry of disease germs into the body.

20. Illness has an effect on the,way that we feel physically, mentally, and
emotionally.

2I. A more serious, disease may follow what appears' to be an insignificant

illness.

39
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22. 5:roupehavior may affect the health of each individual: in the grouo.

23.. We are dependent upon any people to help us when.we are ill.

24.' "An awareness of-one's own physical condition'and rite of growth is

essential to good health.

25. Animals need sleep, proper food, exercise and cleanliness just as

people do'.

=4
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CONTENT OUTIJUE

;

. OurHealth Can Be Measured
.A. Each person is different'

B. 'Health appiraisals are part of our school program
1: Medical check-over .4,

stp

-2. Seeing and hearing t
3. 'Teeth and gums
4. How tall AO Um small

II. Many IndividualOelp Protect Us From Illness
Parents and family oembers
Teachers

C. adctors

D. Dentists
E.- Dental Hygienists
F. Pharmacists

-C.Veterinarlm
H;.,-,CafeteriaUorkers
I. friends

-P.
-,' qetting Familiar with the Community'Health Team

dOctor
EL_ Dentist'

. --C Public health nurse
.D. Social Service

I

,I . -.How to Keep YoOrself Well-' -,

A. -Physical exercise and activity.
[3,.'. Clean body and clothes. '

C., Clean, neat and safe surroundings 4
D. Posture -aid carriage .

. E. Bejng friendly'enPhelpful ,

. .
F. TfMe for sleep, rest,frelaxation, and play

.Signs of Illness .(Which Should be"eported.)- Are Reflected in the Ways
We Look and Feel / .

(1

A. SoroWiroat
B. Headache

,. C. .Stomachache.
D.. Vomiting' .

E. Skin rashes
..

-VI.There Are Several Habits Which Can Discourage the Spread of 'Disease
,J," Body cleanfiness-and handwashing
13; Care in the use of personal items
C. PrOper toilet habits V

D.' Drinking and eating precautions
E. Covering mouth /no when coughilig/suezing-
F. Jroper'usb/disposal of paper tissues
G. Obtatqing adequate rest, exercis and dfet:-
H. Proper tare of cuttand abrasion

.

4. Accgdring:prOper anunizglons

0

41 .
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LEARNING AND EVAUATIVE ACTIVITIES

1. Discuss relationship of good health habits and keeping well. Have

students construct a list of good health'habits.

2. Have the physical.educatio4 teacher explain the importance, benefits;

and need for regulae.playtalid.exercise in maintaining and developing

physical fitness. Class activity: -Mimetic activities, low organized

games, and contests 'at recess and in physical education class. Relate,

values of theseactivities to fitness.

3. Have physical education teacher help demonftrate what muscles do and

the difference between strong and weak muscles. Discuss how good

health habits, strengthen muscles.

4. Djoscuss the reasons for some members of- the class being stronger than

others.

5. 8ring'in and display pictures of your favorite sport or sport hero,

Discuss this activity or.personality with class.

6. Make an illustrated list of physical activjties the children partici- .

pate in. .

la 1.

7. Activity: Perform strength building exercises and stunts. Exercise

.
using, stuffed animals stuffed with rice, weighing 3 to 5 pounds.

8. Discuss the opportunities made available for'play at school and at

home.

9. Discuss the reason for-playing outside when possible.

10. -Discuss the kinds of outdoor activities participated in at school and

'at home and what they contribute to health.'

11. .Exlilain why some pupils can play and work i'iTthout getting tired very

quickly.

12. Dramatize and illustrate safe and unsafe forms of play activities.

18. -Give examples of good sportsmanship in play activities.

14. Dramatize -and discuss good sportsmanship.

15. Discuss the need for teamwork and cooperation ingames.

16. :Explain the reasons for moderated exercise and play for the handicapped.

examples of moderated exercise and play.

18. Demonstrate andhave children participate in a variety of exercises or .

activities that can help one relax.

ilr
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19. Play records for certain movements..

20: Cut out Magazine pictures of members of theiChool health team and then

tell 'a story about what the person is doing.

21. Drathatize what happens when pupils do not get enough sleep.

22. Discuss relaxing activities that .should be'engaged in before going to

bed.

23. Explain, why rest is important and !needed at certain times.

24. Oil one sheet of paper and sprinkle dirt and dust on it. Sprinkle dirt

on a clean sheet of paper also. Relate it to skin cleansing.

25. Construct figures with pipe cleaners or clay demonstrating various physi-'

cal activities.

26. Discuss: "Exercise can be fun."

27. Discussion of proper procedure for

and prattice individually.

washing hands and face. Demonstrate

p

28.' Have children keep ash art of their- and height. '" .

i. .

29. Have school nurse-teachervisit class for a preparatory talk before '

physical appraisals,,weighing and measuring, vision and hearing tests. --- ,,

30. Have dental. hygiene teacher come to t,less for preparatory tafk before 1

dental appraisal.
_. .

3. :Pantomine: preparation for school, washing face and hands, combing hairs

and putting on clothes. . . -
.,

c.

32. Charades game: One child acts out e.good grooming activity while others

giless what he is doing. -
, .

''

t
,

3. Puppet play of a child who argues with his parents not to go to bed.
0

Older sjbling comes in to explain .
benefits of sleep. .

34. Have children discuss following .poem:
They call Me little Sleepy Head.
I yawh at' work, I yawn at play: -

I yawn .and yawn and yawn all day.
Then take my sleepy yawns to bal.
That's Whythey call me Sleepy Head.

35. Brush teeth daily in sohool'after lunch after," dental health teacher

has demonstrated the proper way -41p brush.

36. Set up a health corner

_

with -a full length mirror and combs and brushes

for each child. 0

ees

4
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V,. Visit a beautician or have one visit the room. She can demonstrate haw
she cleant cobs and Crushes and stress the importance of having indivi-
dual combs and brushes.

'38. Ask the school cafeteria.if you can visit while they are cleaning. .Have.
-them explain the importance of cleanliness.

39. Watch classroom animals aod dikuss their health habits.'

40. During daily care of animals stress the similar care that children need.

41. Have a veterinarian visit the room and dtScuss how he cares for animals
like doctors care for people or visit an SPCA and ask them to stress
cleanliness.

42. Nave child help in maintaining an appraisal of health status checklist.
, Positive Signs

.

1. a strong well-built skeleton-
2.' sound well- formed teeth
3. erect posture
4. healthy color to skin
5. well-developed muscles.
6, a moderate padding of fat
7., eyes bright and clear

8 facial expresssion alert and 'happy
9. hair smooth, glossy and luxuriant40

10. child reports good appetite, good digestion, and regular
elimination

11. Child reports sound and refreshing sleep
'12. mucous membranes of mouth and eyes are reddAh pink
13. fingernails and ears are a reddish pink as1seen uRder light

43. Discuss' the_ fact that the ill feeling is nature's way of tellina us that
something is wrong with our body.

,

44. Ask children to .tell of individual experiences when ill 7 who was first
to help, who did what, etc. Have them construct posters showing the
'people who helped.

45. Wave students, pass a ball representing germs. to one another. Call the
ball "Chicken Pox," "Flu" or some other childhood disease.--Discuss.

46. Discuss what might happen without proPer care.

47. Discuss the importance of proper care and adhering to doctor's advice
if 'one has'a minor disease. Cite'examples of ,a minor illness leading
tcypneumonia, heart problems, hearing loss,etc.

48. Use an atomizer to demonstrate how,coughing and snee2ipg spread germs.
Contact local American Lung AsSOciation for photographs showing actual,
range of cough and sneeze spray.

.4



49. Have nurse talk about tuberculosis and the tuberculin testing_program.

50. D4Scuss the importance of a "yunny'_nose when one has a cold. Relate

this to irritation caused by germs.

.61. Role play - How can cold germs get into the body ?.

52. _Discuss the importance of using.your own toothbrush, handkerchief,

;drinking glass, etc. .

53. Have School nurse explain how germs enter the body)thrOugh cuts in the
skin; explain how to cleanse and why this. is important.

54. Discussrthe impOrtance of immunization_sbots:.

55. Bulletin board 6n*gbod health habits.

56. Role play - The doctor takes Care of.the sick and the nurse takes care

of the .sick.

57. Discuss importance of hospitals, vaccinations.

58. Have students role play = Proper way of behaving around others when you

are,ill; how to spread disease; how to prevent spread of diseaSe.

59: Construct; a poster illustrating the'heaTth habits that help to prevent

gerns from entering respiratory systeM.

. 60. Develop a poster on how to avoid colds.

61. Make a bulletin using manikins or paper dolls that can be dressed properly

for the day.

62. Discuss the importance Of using tissues when one has a runny nose and of

,disposing of them properly.

63. Demonstrate how.to blow one's nose.

64, Keep a health chart with areas to mark doh when a child washes his face

and hands, when he combs his hair, and when he brushes his teeth.

.65.' Provide opportunities for children to'showmin school.

. )
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RESOURCES,

Daily Sensorimotor Training Activities, William T. Beadley, M.Ed.;

Geraldine Konic ,Catherine Leedy; Educational-Activitids, Int.,

Freeport, Long Island, New York $4.95 - also available.at SUCC

boOkstore -

"Dear Little Mumps Child, Marguerite Lerner; Lerner Publications'Company,

241 First Avenue North; Minneapolis, Minnesota 55401, 618.92
L 4

aren Gets a Fever, Miriam Gilbert; Lerner Publications Company,'241

:Michael Gets the Measleso Marguerite Lerner; Lerner Publications Company,

241PITsr-benue North, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55401, 618.92

.Peter Gets the Chicken' Pox, Marguerite Lerner; Lerner Publications

Company; 241 _Firstlrenue North, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55401,

618:92
L

The True Book .of Bacteria, Anne frahm; Children'S Press, Chicago,

-111-inois, 1963, 589.9
F

The True Book of Health, Olive V. Haynes, R.N.; Children Press,

C-Fic-a167 i I-To-is-7 1954, 612

H

The True Book of Your,Body and You, Alice Hinshaw;' Children'§' Press,

Chicago, Illinois......Laik'613
H

What Is a-Human, Melvin L. Alexenberg; Benefic Press, Chicago, ,Illinois,

. - 'MT, 612
A

:.--.

Film:

Your Wonderful Body, Robert Follett; Follett Publishing Company, Chicago,

Illinois; 1961, 611
F

Alexander Learns Good Health, BOCES #831-8, 11 minutes

A Look at You: The Body, BOCES #831-242, 8 Minutes

4
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Films (Cont.

A Look at You : Health., BOCES #831-245, 13 minutes

A Looko.at You: -Muscles, BOCES #831-243,. 8 minutes,

Beginning Good Posture Habits, BOCES #841-3, black and white, 11 minutes

Be Healthy,. Be Hap0; BOCE54831:189, 11 minutes

Busy Bodies, BOCES #83-1-311211 TO minutes.

Clean and Bright, BOCES 4831-312, 10 minutes

Clean and Neat with Hary and Marv', BOCES 48317.403, 11 Minutes

Let's Be Clean and Neat, BOCES #831 -74, 11-minutes

. .

, Running for Sheriff, BOCES #833-211, 12 minutes

Scott Goesjio the Hospital , BOCES #831-404, 11.minutes

Sleepy Heads, BOCES #831-314, 10-minutes

Filmstrips and Cassettes:

Your Mother S eakin , Walk Disney Educational Materials, Dept. F,

800 Sonora venue, Glendale, CA 91201

The Healthy Way in Wonderl and , cBOCES- #392-22

Kit:

Practicing Good Health, BOCES #123-29 ,

4

.
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DRUG'S, ALCOHOL AND TOBACCO

OVERVIEW'

0

The educator,of primary educable Children should feel the need to proent
information on drugs, alcohol and tobacco just as the edu6ator at the secon-

dary level shouldiehe decision to use drugs, alcohol and tobaccois one

based on values. Illues begin to form at a very early a'e.

As educators we must guide the development of attitudes toward the use

of chemical substances. We can best'do this by providing our students with

correct information and training. This will be their only defense against

what they see at home and on the street., This curriculum is designed to
assist teachers in presenting correct information to their students. ,

```:OBJECTIVES

1. Name the common drug products, household substanceS, and other, compounds

.
that can modify mood and behavior and affecthealth.

2. Identify ways common chemical substances arexused in homes and community.

3. .Make wise decisions and choices about the use of chemical substances that

. will ContribUte to good health. .t

4., Describe in general terms, the differences between alcoholic beverages

and other beverages..

5. Analyze the differences in family practices and feelings about the use

of tobacco,and alcohol.

6. 'Describe the health hazards associated with smoking as they pertain to

the individual and society.

7. Describe the advantages of goodhealth in leading an active,,produttive

life.

48
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7 MAJOR CQNCEPTS

1. The effects of substances which modify mood and behavior may be detri-
mental to physical health.

2.. Alcohol is used in many different ways' in our society.

. .

3. _Families and individuals feel differently about the use of tobacco and
alcohol.

4. Children should not experiment with chemical substances'.

5. People use chemicals for. a variety of reasons.

6. Diseases are found more frequently among smokers than non-smokers.

7. Advertisements affect youth in many different ways.

8. The improperuse of medicines whiCK were designed to cure and prevent
sickness is usually a dangerous practice.

9. The abuse of.volatile materials such as gasoline and glue can cause
,damage to human tissue. *

10. IndividUals must be aware of and understand the health -hazards associ-
ated with the use of any chemical substance so they can make an in
telligent, personal decision regardin4 their use. -

)

11. Medicines should be ia'ke/n'only if given by parents .or a responsible
adult: An adult should be called immediately if. any medicines,
cleaners, etc. are accidentally swallowed.

12. Drugs can be helpful to one's health when used as intended.r,

13. Safety precautions must be taken with medicines and other subslances _

th4t we.do know about. :

14. New York State law requires that drugs must be dispensed in child safe
' containers. . ..

, ,

t .
, . .

15. Aerosol sprays should not be inhaled as they have been shown to be
detrimental to individual healthand the environment.

16. Insecticide sprays can be_harmful and shOuld be used only by.adults
when children are not present.

17. For maximal growth, development and performanceone should avoid the
use of tobacco.

'4C)
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CONTENT OUTLINE

I. Common ChemiCal SubstanceS
A. Drugs and medicines

1._ Aspirin
'2. Vitamins
3. PreScription medications
4. Other non- prescription preparations
5. Caffeine/coke, coffee, tea

B. Alcohol
C. Tobacco
D. Other potentially dangerous compounds

1. '',Aerosorsprays
2. 'Glue

3.' Cleaning compounds
4. Insecticides
5. Paint and thinner

II. Effects on the Body and Mind
A, Helpful effects
B. Harmful effects

IrlfluenceS on Our Use ofChemical Substances
A.-- Family and adults
B.: Peers

C.. Individual attitudes
D. Decisions, decisiOns:

50
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LEARNING AND EVALUATIVE ACTIVITIES

1. Have-students relate their, experiences with takiffq medicine. Why is
it necessary to take a specific amount at a specific time?,

,,) 2. Discuss why a doctor's prescription is necessary to obtain certain types
of'drugs.

3. Role play being sick and taking medication irom.an adult at certain- times,
and.discuss rules for-taking medicine. . , .

4% Present a druggist as a guest speaker; have him explain the safety factors
associated with medicines as, well as possible harm from misuse.

5. Arrange a real or imaginary visit to a drug store.

6. Show children poison labels so that they will learn to identify them.

7. Make a bingo game using caution and poison labels to help with identifi-
cation.

8. Read warnings from labels on empty paint cans, cleaning fluids, glue tubes,
etc., and explain meaning to studentS.,

5.,

9 ''.Exp'lain to students what they should "do tf they feel -any urfuSUal effect
111,

after having been xpond to any chemical substances.

10. Have students discuss safety factors concerning chemical substances with
parents and older brothers and sisters. z-

.

11. Role play getting help after being exposed to chemical substances.

12. Dramatize ways adults should properly dispose of old medicineiv and con-

tainers.

13. Role play idea of protecting younger child from taking meditines not meant

for,him.

;

14. Consider the reasons parents and older siblings give for smoking.,

15.- Ask a member of the Cancer, Heart, or Lung Association to'visit room
and. bring materials. .

"W. Have. tudents relatepersonal experiences with various substances and
discuss the purposes and effects of each. Explain how some substances

have both good and bad,effeCts.

17. ,Discuss the dangers of having too much of a "good thing". (Sunburn,,Aetc.)

18. Collect pictures showing people-affected by various conditions and hibi7
stances; match each picture with its appropriate effect,

laiew

sub.:19. Have.a doctor discuss the relationship of health to use of chemdcal

stances.
5
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20. Have-childrendiscussthe things they do and say because their friends

do. Discuss.how_to answer friends who insist that unknown substances

be used. Discuss dangers of experimenting "fo fun".

21. Show pictures of different beverages and discuss which have nutritional

value and which can, affect behavior.

22. Discuss seeing people on television or elsewhere and how they acted.

Carefully discuss, "Why they act that way?"

23. Make a bulletin board display of magazine pictures of nutritional_drinks

. and another of non-nutritional drinks.

24. Makea bulletin board display of products that can be used in place of

aerosol prDducts.

25. Poison Game: Have children clap hands or run around in a circle. When-

ever teacher names a poison they have to stop the activity. As children

get used to the game, start adding edible substances and encourage the

-. students not to stop activity if substance isn't poisonous.

26. Suggest that each student ask the following question of his parents:

"If you could make your decision to,smoke or not to smoke all over

again.,, would yo6 start smoking?"

.

27. Use-:a smoking machine so children can see and smell substances that

::golleCt in the lungs.
.

,28, Discuss the hazards of being close when insecticides are sprayed.

29. Sad/Hap y Pictures: .

'ad Happy

Person smoking Athlete saying no to cigarette

Child drinking alcohol Child drinking, fruit juice



RESOURCES

Films:
r .

Drugs: A Primary Film, BOCES #831-346, 9 minutes

Huffl'ess, Puffless Dragon, BOCES #831-392, 8 minutes

Puff the Magic Dragon, State Health Department, 84 Uoilland Avenue,

Albany, New York 12222

Sniffy Escapes Poisoning, BOCES #831-336, 6 minutes

Tobacco: The Habit and the Hazard, filmstrip by Cathedral Films,
gommunity project on Smoking Health, 111 Light Court,

Syracuse, New;York 13210
Warning frciM Outer Space, Professional Arts pn Smoking (FREE)

Filmstrip and,Cassette:

Drugs, Poisons and Little Children, BOCES #392-4;15 minutes

Posters:

Best Tip Yet: Don't Start,'BOCES #P-75

' Life is so Beautiful, Stay Alive, Don't'Smoke Cigarettes, BOCES #P-73

Chart:

Smoking Flip Chart -'Bunny Rabbits; BOCES #CH-4

Coloring Books:

,Katy's Coldring Book About Drugs' and Health, NatiOnal Clearinghouse

for Drug Abuse Information, 5600 Fishers.Lane, Rotkville, MD,
$.35 per copy, GPO SN #2704-0011, .

Kool Kat Rapping with You on Drugs, BOCES. #P=.1.71

Story of a Cigarette, BOCES #P-34

Tuffy Talks About Medicine, BOCES #P-177
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MENTAL HEALTH

OVERVIEW

for'the young, handicapped child, what does mental health mean?
It means the security of a strong sense of identity. This identity

is bsed on knowing one's name, age, sex, teacher's name, family,
address, school, town, and possibly, religion. Children should be

helped to learn this information at the earliest age possible so
that they will' hiie the feeling of 'knowing who they are:.,

Mental health means a positive, yet realistic self image. A

feeling of confidence from having met a challenge in the past is.
thebest tool for approaching a new challenge in the future. In .

fact, growth and learning depend on the child's moving outside the
limitations of his present experience to try new things. His con-

cepts grow by integratingnewsenSations and perceptions with
existing mental constructs of reality. If he is withdrawn and

turned inward this' is impossible.

Young' handicapped children are sometimes made to feel thalt they

are ot as "good" as non-handicapped Children. When, in fact; they

do learn more slowly and with more difficulty, how can they belgiven

a feeling,of sqccess? One way is by comparing their own present
performance with their past performance, rather than with the
performances of any other child. "Last week you Couldn't write your'

name and now you can," builds a positive self-image even if it comes

when the child is ten years old.

OBJECTIVES

Suggested. Pupil Outcomes:

Demonstratea sense of identity by being able to state the following -

knowledges:
a. Name .,

b. Birthdate
c. Age
d. Sex.

e. 'Teacher's name

f. Family members' names

g. School
h. Address

.i. City/town
j. Friends' names

;Te.,
-qr
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.1.

I t

4.:.Qj,spla); understanding and-control'of one's emotions.

3. ,fhink and act in a rational manner in most situations and, relationships.

4. Demonstrate thoughtfulness and respect for ttimself.and others.

&nw interest.and'concern fdr the feelings of others. *
......, .

.
.

,

6.. Interpret and observe rules fo living that make a happier and
healthier life for all. '

, .

7.. Show growth in the development of satisfactory interpersonal
relationships.

4

a. Identify himself/her.self as a person of worth..

%

0
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MAJOR CONCEPT'S,

1. ,Good mental health is based on a strong sense of identity.

2. A strong sense of identity is based.on. knowing basic facts about
oneself.

3.
.

Menial growth and development tend to fol.low a predicts table
pattern and sequence; yet, each individual is unique in these
respects.

4. As we grow up we should Tearn.to control our own behavior.

5. Not everyone feelS the same about the same thing.

6. Consideration of otiiers' rights and property is important.

7. We can affect how others feel just 'as they can rfect how we feel.

8.. We have many different feelings which are part of life: sadness,
loneliness, hate, fear, anger, love, etc.

9. Our voice and actions reflect our feelings about ourselves.

10, How one feels mentally affects one's total health.

11. 'Each individual, asa person, is, very important.
ti

12. Everyone is different. Yo4.dan do certain things well, better
thanothers;yet,somecan.dothings better than you.

13. Working and playing together is part of groAng,up.

14. Good behavior is'a part of growing.up. Improving behavior tells
others you are growing up.

15. Sharing helps to make homes,'schools and playgrounds happier
places.

16. 0owingoutselves helps us to live better with others.

17. Mental health is'how one feels about oneself, how one feels about
other people, and how .one is able to meet the demands of life.

18. 'Expressing feelings is a natural occurrence. However, there 'are
acceptable and unacceptable ways of expressing them.

I
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CONTENT OUTLIPt

I. How is Everyorie Unique?
A. Everyone haS, his own identity

1. Name

2. Age - Birthdate
3. Sex.
4. Teacher's name-

--5. Names of other family members
6. Address
7. City/town
8.. School

9. Namd of friends'

Males and females are different
Personality develops at varying rates
1/. Self-image f
2. Self-confidence
3. Self-motivation dand discovery
4. Respect-4nd trust for others
5. Acceptance of occasional -failure
6. Decision-making skills
7. Control of emotions -

8. Feeling and demonetrating,compassion
9. Knowing how and when to share

D. Physical growth.occOrs at different, rates

II. tasic Human Needs
A. physiological needs
B. Psycho-social needs

1. Sense of security
2:- Sense of trust .

3 Need for love
4. Need for approval
5. Need for independence
6. Need to feel significant and worthy

B.

C.

III. Emotional Development
A. The nature of emotio/i

B. C. Emotional expression . '

1. Positive release of feelings
2. Negative or self-defeating responses'

C.' Effect of emotions on the body

5
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LEARNING AND EVALUATIVE ACTIVITIES,

1. '.Sing morning songs using children's names ("Where is Joey, where
is Joey" "Here I am, her I am" to tune of Frere Jacques).

2. Children practice answering toy telephones saying, "Hello, this
is (child's first name, last name)."

3: Play bus and have each Child tell the bus driver where-they live.

4. Each child makes a family coloring book using dittoes which have
one person on Ulm. Each child has one page for each member of
'the family. The teacher can write the family member's name on
the bottom of the page.

5. Using dittoed w6rksheets that can be colored, have each child
make a coloring tbok about himself including pages with
appropriate pictures and sentences describing child's name,tage,
sex, family size, address, and school.

6. Make birthdays of class members on the calendar. Each month
have the class count the:days to someone's birthday.

7. Haye,children practice introducing themselves to each other.

8. Ask the principal or anOther adult to come to the ru m and ask
the-children what thei names.are. Encourage them eo use both
first and last names.

9. Have the children tap record information about themselves.
(Ex: My name is . I live
have brothers a sisters. I like to (play ball,- swim) :

10. When children line u for a special class or for any reasonsay,
. "Will.all five year olds line up. Will all six year olds line ,

up." or "If your la, t name is yotilmay tine up." of-.

-"If you have a sister named' you may. line up."*
/ c

11. Role-play being lost and telling a policeman who you are and
where you live. /

12- Make up plays about disappointments which occur andhow they can
-work fo good..

. - .

13. Tell. about things you like to, do, bring to school things you
ay& made. Teacher make up a display of children's hobbies.

' .14. Read stories that illustrate children in different behavior
situations. Discuss.

15. Discuss friendships, with older people, younger, peers. Role-

play some of the situationsjhat were discussed.

5-8
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16. Make a list of desirable behavior practices, enaourage weekly

checking and ways to improve or change that is difficult.

17: Note behavior as it happens (Ex: sharing, comforting a.friend).

18. Talk about times you are happy. _Times that you are sad-{or other

'feelings); what causesyou to feel this way?

19.

,

Talk about whatyou can do when you feel .upset. --ti'iscuss how yoU'

can help others when they are upset. _

20. Role-play situaaions-and how they make you feel.

21. Discuss the many ways in which. you can show kindness to others.

22. Teacher help children understand what is expected of them with

others in classroom situations: how to wait; how to watch;

how to play; how to share;,how to help; how to accept a "no"

or "yes" answer.

23. Tell how assuming responsibility for personal cleanliness and

possessions can express consideration for others.

24. Discuss the differences between humor and jokes that hurt.

25. Demonstrate how our voice and facial expressions can reflect our

feelings although our words may not.

26. Discuss the differences between tattling and concern.-

27. Make charts': We are similar. We are'different.

illustrate through a variety of media.

28. Make a'pictorial display of feelings,that everyone,has.

29.- Dramatize the proper,reaction tooffers made tO students 16:v

strangers. 1

Have children

PM

30. A discussion about the policeman being the students' friend' will

,be desirable at this age. A, visit to t4 classroom.by a policeman

will be helpful.

,31. Aive a talent or boliby show at school. Encourage:the children's

%usiCal and artistic abilities, Watch for special aptitudes and

."'kils which can be developed_ and channeled into constructive

kuse.

'32. ()cap a picture or make a booklet of magazine pictures of things

I lake to.do.

11

. .

.

,r 33. Discuss ways in which wdcan make living together in the classroom

safer,:more comfortable, friendlier, etc. Make a chart listing'

suggestions.
.

4-;
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34. Draw pictures of what the nurse, "teacher, schp01 patrorl do for
children.

35. Discuss how children can help a new _student in the classroom.

36. Discuss ways children can help the teacher and other children
-without having some specific job assigned.to them.

37. Discuss what happens when duties are not carried out.

A

'41
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RESOURCES

Books:

Aesop's Fables, a Keith Jennison book; Franklin Watts, Inc.'
Publishers, 575"Lexington Avenue, New York, New York 10022

Alexander and the Terrible, Horrible, No Good, Very Bad Day,
Judi* Voirst; Atheneum Psblishers-

All About.!te:' Boy's Book, M.W. Hudson; Frank E. Richards Co.,
1966. this book is designed to develop a youfigster's
positiVe self-image through the use of visual, audi-tory,
factile and-kinetic exercises. Available through SEIMC.
FL-0038-

All About Me: Girl's Book,, M.W. Hudson; Frank E. Richards Co.,
1966. A multisensory,learning approach is used to help
develop a healthy self-image in the youngster. Available
through SEIMC. FL-0039

The Boy With A Problem, Joan Fassler; Behavioral Publications
Inc., 1971. Johnny has a-problem and it seems so big
that he doesn't feel like playing; or eating or anything!
When his friend takes the time to listen to him, he begins
to feel better. Available through_SEfMC. FL4168

. ,
Don't Worry, Dear, JOan Fassler; Behavidral Publications

Inc., 1971. Jenny is aiittle girl who sucks her. thumb,
wets her bed and stutters on some of her words. The love
and warmth her family gives her help her gradually to
overcome all these problems. Available through SEIMC. '

FL-1069

Growing Un, Growing Older, North Shore Committee on the Older
"Adult; Holt, 01ig157.tand Winston;' Inc., 1964. .612

N

Happiness is a Warm Puppy, Charles.M. Schulz

/

I Am Here, I Can Do. It My Family and 1, hlyiriends and .r,---
ThlStanekT Benefic Press, --a-iFago,/Illinois,

1967: .(Set of books - Mental'Health) 301.42

. Love is a Special Waxof.Feeling, Joan

Lucyrs Secret Pocket, (Abput Stealing)

S

lsh Anglund

Monarch Butterfly,-Marion W. Marcher;, E. Al. Hale and Companyr ,

Eau Claire, Wisconsin, 1954. 5 5.7
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Book (Con't.)

: One Day Everything Went Wrong, Elizabeth Vreckin; Follett

.Publishing Co., New York,.1966. E

.v

One Little Girl: by Joan Fassler; Behavioral Publishers, Inc., 1969.
This iTIFe story of Laurie. Because dhe.it retarded, Laurie
is called a "slow child," butshe finds out she is only slow..
in doing some things. The things she can do'well she enjoys `
and, takes pride in-doing. Available- through.SEIMC: FL-0170.

There's Nothing To Do SO Let Me,Be You,'Jean Horton Berg;
Westiminister Press, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

112. Above and Down Be164.by Ira Wibben; Scott, Foresman and Company,
New York, 581

W

Big People, Little People,: ROCES #831-140, 9 minutes

Bike, The, BOCES. #832-114, 13 minutes

Billy 'and. the Beast, BOCES #831-343, 10 minutes

Elmer cephant, BOCES #831 -283, 8 minutes

Fairness for Beginners,..80CES #831 -57, 11 minutes

Free to Be You and Me Series:
Part Fri7endship and Cooperation, BOCES #832-426,

16 minutes

Part-II Expectations, BOCES #832437,'34-minutes

Pirt III Independence, BOCES #832-4285 17 minutes
ti

Getting Along With 0thers,'BOCE6 #831-10, 11 minutes

Hopscotch, BOCES #832-141,-12 minutes

I'm FeejimSeries:.
I'm Feeling Alone,-ROCES 4831-395, 8 minutes

Feeling*Sad, BOCES #S31 -396, 10 minutes
Scared, BOCES #831-397, 9 minutes

17iii Mad at.Me, BOCES #831-398, 8 minutes
at' You, BOCES #831-399, 9,minutes

Little Engine That BOCES #831-82, 11 minutes

'Little Gray Neck, BOCES #832-162, 18 minuted

Little Hiawatha,'BOCES4831-28.i, 8 minuted

62
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Films: (Con't.)

3

Friend thd Fish, BOCES-#832-163, 18 _minutes

Three-Little Pigs, The, BOCES #831-285, 9 minutes

Tortoise and the Hdre, BOCES #831 -286, 8 minutes

Trick or treat, BOCES #831-287,.8 minutes .

' Ugly Duckling, The, BOCES #831 -288, 8minutes

Kits:

Dimensions of Personality :Series, workbook and teacher guide:
Let's Begin, Kindergarten, BOCES #123-5
Now I'm Ready, Grade One, BOCES #123-6
Tnn Do It, Grade TwO,.BOCES #123-7
What About Me, Grade Three, #123-8

DUSO Kit I; grades K-2, BOCES #123-17

DUSO Kit II, grAlle-g-'3,4, BOCES #123-18

Moods apd Emotions Study Prints, The Child's World, Inc.,
BOCES #123-19

c

41 ,,.. 11.
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TEACHER REFERENCES r 0

An Intensive Training Curriculum for-the Education of Young
Educable Mentally Retarded Children. Reports on research.
project of Palo Alto Medical Research Foundation and

, Medical Center, Univiersity of California, to demonstrate
effectiveness'of a 'social learning approach for education
of. young educable mentally retarded children. Research'
Conducted between January 1969 and December 1971. Write:
Sheila A. Ross,, Senior Research Associate, Palo Alto
Medical Research Foundation, Palo-Alto, California 94305,
or Bureau of Education.for Handicapped Children, Office

of. Education, U.S. Depar,tment of Health, Edutafion, and.-
. Welfare, Washington D,C. 20203..

-

"Emotional Problqms 'in Mental Retardation - Utilization of
Phychiatric.Services",by J.Q. Simmons, Pediatric Clinic
of North America, 15:957, .1968.

.

Night Time"and Your Handicapped Child: Prevention and Handling
of. Sleep Problems. A' parent bulletin from the Special
P Ed u d4t i On Instruetiopal Materials Xenter at Hunter College.

Removing Blocks to Mental Health in School , State Education
Department, Albany New York.. TSuggested for faculty
study of school situations. that prevent optimum mental
health.) . /

",i5:

- .

Special Education uide for, e Teachers; educable Mentally Retarded.
Write for info atign on abave.to State' Schools,for Retarded
Children, State epartthent'of Educafin,'Division of PUblic
Schools, Jeffers Ci 6 ,,, MO ' 65101

-
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FAMILY LIFE

OVERVIEW

I

Sexuality and death are topics within the realm of family life

which are surrounded .n 'Astern Culture by clouds Of strong emotion.
These emotions are,determined not only by direct experience, but by
the ethits and mores of one's nation, religion, subOulture, and
family. They are complex and only fragments ever rise, into con-

scious thought, Therefore,,they are feared. It takes courage.to

attempt to confront one's feelings directly, Due to their'importance,

if certain topics within this unit are uncomfortable for the teacher,
he/she should seek Out other consultation or professional help that
will enable the topiCs to be handled at this time, rather than .

neglecting to Cover them.
v.

When children first enter the school setting, they reflect a

'variety of expressions, reactions; and behaviors. Even though the

children have diverSe backgrounds, all of them have participated in

some sort of family unit. It is this common background of pupil
experience that provides a rich opportunity fol.- an exploration of
the nature of the family, the differences and similarities between
families, and the roles of the individuals within the faMily unit:

As the-children become aware of their role in the family,'it

is important to emphasize the relationship between their own persdnal

growth and development and an increasing sense of responsibility to,
self and.others,both within and outside the family setting. As

.development continues with mental, emotional, social and physical'
growth, the - .child's personal drives, desiveS, and personality become

developed and satisfied. For the handicapped child, ,this process

is more difficult, however. Defining and expressing drives' and

goals hquire the ability to express one's abstract ideas verbally.

Abandoning the self - centeredness of Orly chjldhood requires that
thechild recognize the value of compromise for the well-being of

.the society as a'whol.
, .

Closely related to social and emotional adjustment is a Child's

sexual development., Sexuality is one of the most critical areas
ofthe human personality,.for the manner in which one's sexuality

is directed and adjusted to the dictates of 5,4ciety has a direct

effect on happiness and success. Ideally, the school and parents

should cooperate'in teaching the physiological and 'psychosexual facts_

of reproduction.

e

Similarly, the lbss of,a significant other, whether through
separation, divorce or death, poses a monumental task of adjustment

even for the "aVera9e", child or individual. Once, again, the same'

4home and school cooperation,qhat is desirable for adjustment in

'the area of sexuality, is most appropriate here.

Through this unit, the student would'develpp attitudes, knowledge,

and skills which enable him to contribute effectively to his 'present

and future family life, ,

65
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OBJECTIVES
V

1. -Demonstrate respect for himself and *others.

2. Display interest in each member of the fkily and realize that
each member shOuld be interested in 'the well-being of every

other member.

-3. List the roles of *each member; of the family as an individual

and as a contributing member of the family unit.

4. Care for personal belongings in the home.

4,5. Identify-individual and family recreational activities.

.. 6. EXplain the significance-of hol4days-as they rPlate to the family.
I

-7,. Apply good grooming habits at home.

8. Apply good health habits that contribute .to personal growth and

pleasing interperonal relationships.

9. Identify the aspects of the continuous-life cycle - birth,
childhood, adulthood, old age, death.

10. Realize that death is the 'ultimate end to all living things.

11. Distinguish between death and sleep.

12. Express feelings and emoti ns regarding loss of asignificant

other.

13. Conclude that there is a need to share love, empathy and sympathy,
with individuals who are experiencing an emotionally charged
situation related t'lossTof a significant other.

14. Relate similarities and differences in appearance, interests;
and activities between boys and girls of the same age.

15. Recognize that all living things come from other living things.

66



2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

MAJOR CONCEPTS

row and tve upmen ends to follow a predictable pattern and
sequence, yet each individual is unique in these respects.

There are.,similarities'and differences among living beings.

EnVironment affects living things.

Heredity. causes all creatures to prbduce off-spring of .theieown.
kind. ,

Living things, reproduce in many ways.

Related living organisms reproduce in'similar ways.

7.' Young animals have a need for home, food and care.

,f

8. .Consideration of family members rights and property is impbrtant.

9. In some families, a new father or a new mother may be chOsen to
fill the necessary parent role.

10. Each individual, as a person, is a very important part of the'
family.

11. Families function to perpetuate man and fulfill certain health,
needs.

12. Each of us is a member of a family.

13. Each of us assumes various roles and responsibilities as a member
ofa family.

14. Parental decisions are usually made with the welfare of the
total family in mind.

15. Changes that occur in daily living affedt family life.

16. Adults help children to stay safe; happy, heal thy, clothed, fed,
and secure.

17. 'Families do many things together.

18. Sharing helps, -to make the home a happy place;

19. Children make contributions to the family.

20. Families help others .10 the community.

The family should foster the fullest development.of each individual
in the family.

67 .
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22. The'family is the basic social institution imbued with:-the
responsibility for providing its members with kinds of experiences

which they need for their maximum physical, mental, social,

'emotional, and spiritual development:
.

23. Some feelings of anger and resentment expressed by other members

'of the family are natural.'

24. The very involvement of a child i.n the joys and"sorrows of the

family can be a source. of maturation. ..

25. Everyone dies.

26. Children need to be prepared fOr the death of a family member or

pet.

27. By learning to accept death as a pare of the life cycle, an' under-

standing of the emotional attitudes surrounding death will be

fostered.,

28. There are Certain effects-of_death on the remaining family members

whickmust be discussed openly with-children;

29. Children need to be allowed to vent their feelings regarding life

and death.

4

N

f
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CONTENT OUTv LTNE .

I . The Family is ,a Unit

A. Wiiit is a family?
1 Therg are many similarities
2. There are' many differences

8. 'What are its purposes? ,.

1. Transmit culture
2. Train and educate,

. 3. Provide security/
4. Provide a source .of love and undegIanding

5. Provide-recreatIon and other, activity

C What are rolesin the family?
1, Father

Mother.-

- '3. Children,. ,

4. Extended family members

a. Grandparent(s)
b. Aunt(s) and Uncle(s)

Foster children .

d. Etc.

D. How do we cope with the loss of a- significant other?

- 1. Death'

. 2. Divorce -

4 3. Separation
4

All Life Comes Froni Similar Life

A.

'

does a, newborn baby affect the famil.0°

.1.Parent's care for the children.

2. Each child has a,blace in-the-home

a. Reasons for rivalry
b.., Reassurance of love

How do living.thihgs grOw?
I.' Physical growth and -development changes

2. Social interaction expands out of the family

.

f.

".
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LEARNING AND EVALUATIVE ACTIVITIES

1. Discuss things you can do now thatyou could not do when younger.

2. Compare differences in pets, flowers, people.

3. Talk about what you would-ike to be when you grow up.

4. Tell how you help at hOme, discuss many different ways of helping.
(i.e. manners, smiling, taking turns, etc.). Make an experience
chart.of vays of helping. .

, 5:- Write a story about family get-togethers, trips, and celebrations.

6, Discuss relationships with' brOthers,,sisters, mother, father in
home. (Respecting :property, privacy, etc.) Role-play different

situations thAt'were discussed. *.
14

7. Tell how assuming' responsibility fQr.i4personal cleanliness and

possessions can express consideration for others.

8. Prbvide children with picture sheets.of family members. Have

Children cut, color, and paste them in their family albums.

.Eipd-pictUres,(A-dtfferent types of homes and make a display.
Viscus's what each child's home looksJike

"

-10. Discuss the differences-in families(size,-types of members,
. ...!,e-tc,),

.-..
c

. .

11. Ask students to talk to their father to determine what his job -,

is;..why he must have a job, that-will'take him from his home,

. how this.job effects him.and tlitotther members of his family .

.Repeat this activity with another to determine what her- ,

respontibilities are at home and/or at work, what-effect her
e,

work has on the other imembersbf the family, what-effect her
working out of'the home could or does have on the family.
Have children-discuss -the results Of the discussions with

parents. .

tit

2. Make a bulletin board display cif parents. working in different

occupati-ons.

MakeTa pictorial display of similar needs-ofail living things'
(air, light, fOod, rest,water, etcX, *.

14. Make in experience chart listingsimilar'needs of all living
-things.

7 ,

15. iDiscuss-.and obserVe the other ways we are alike.' We all. have .

teeth, lungs, bones, muscles, hearts, etc. We have:similar

feel'Ogs. , _



. 16. Grow two sets of plants - give one proper care and deprive the
other of good soil, water, sunlight. Frequently compare a'nd -

discussresults.-

17. Make paper dolls or posters of humans having different clothing
for various seasons or for various climates.

18. 'Observe the birth of fish in aquarium. Note the difference in

size. Use pictdres of other mother, and baby animals'or visit
a farm or zoo, observe the male and female animals. Note the

differences 'in' color, size, plumage, etc. Compare similarities

and differences in human mothers and their babies.

19. Observe a hamster or gerbil family with new babies. Make
experience charts describing howthe babies look the first day,

seventh day, fourteenth day. Also chart how parents care for

babies,.

20. Show class uncooked egg and baby chick. Develop idea that

chicken once lived in the egg and,was nourished by it.

.21. Display pictures-Of mammals and their babies; observe ways in

which all these animals are alike. (Throughkdiscussion help

children to discover that these animals did not lay eggs.)

22. Share information about birth of pets at hbee.

23. Have children bring to school pictures of their own families.
Observe the ways in which the children are like the father,
mother, aunt, uncle, or grandparents. .

-14. Show children packets of various vegetable orflower seeds.
,Plant the seeds. Observe that the seeds produce'the kinds. of

plants- from-Which they came.

25. Plant, cuttings from geranium or ivy plants. Discover that the
6

.
neW plants are the same as the one from which the-cutting's

'are made. .

1 26. IildStrate rapid growth by haying-students observe a day -.old

chick. Size will increase greatly during first few days of -

its life.: ,

i . .
/ . .

27. -Use fertilized eggs and observe incubation and early growth

of chitks. Use plastic models of growth of chicken.

(' _. 28. Use day=old;thicks or small animals and discuss the,necessity
!,. of feeding and clea'ning up body wastes'. l'

Discuss the 'parental care of babies in their own hoMes:

;30. Discuss the importance Of habits of neatness, sanitation, and

/ courtesy to others in the bathroom.
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g . ,

-. 31. use transparencies, charts, etc., picturing growth from the embryo

state to maturity.

32. Dramatize the mothe and'father taking care of a'nen-born child

in the home. ,

33. Have children collect pictures showing the different kinds of
homes used by-animal and bird life.

.

34. Chart the developmental stages of different kinds of anjma.Tife
(when did they first walk, feed themselves, leave thetr-homes).

35. Visit apet shop to observe.how the owner handles animals.
Invite a membec, of the SPCA to demonstrate care of.pets.

36. Read stories abbut family life in other lands.

37. Have children ask grandparents to tell about Childhood experiences

related to .the family. Then allow children to relate these to

the class. .

38. Discuss neighborhood activities, cooperative projects of neighbors,

PTA, Scouts, etc.
.

39. Initiate creativ4Pactivities in class to develop desirable variety

in'the family interests.

40: Plan a booklet that will use pictures from baby days to present

'age showing progress. .

41...ShoW the film 11yTUrtle Died Today or read the boOk and discbss

with the class.

42. Show and discuss the film The DayGrandpa Died.

43. Show and discuss the film Honeymoon.

44. Have ciiildren discuss adults other than parents who take care of

children-- day nursery, etc. Role-play some ofYthe situations

discussed.

Help the children to compile a list of things at home which

belong exclusively to' them and another list of things which

belong to everyonein the family. This list can be.a display

of magazine pictures.
4

46..; Encourage the pupils to act outsRnes to shOw ways in which the

family members share with one another.

-47. Ask the children to tell how they help to take care of th-gthiTy.-- '
property.

48. Plan wit th children picnics, birthday and holiday celebrations.

Suggesf.t1T6t they carry out plans at home. l'
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.49. Discus's with the children plans involved in preparing for company.

Prepare the room-for company and inyite another class tONTsit

and see your displays.
,

50. Draw pictures of things families can.do together. Display.

piCtures of families and write experience Charts about what

. the families are doing. Evaluate. .

51. Diszuss'the similariiet and differerices in the school ,and-
4

.

family (size, etc.). Evaluate.:

52. Make-a chart on which you show how much studentUime is 'spent _

with school family; compare with home f6mily(do not, include'

sleep time), This could be a 'clock'with shaded pie pieces

-6f-different sizes to represent time blocks.f-different

i 1 Hav chi ld re n/ili st things

that make a happy family., Make a diSplay of fafatly pictures.

. 54. Learn games that whole families can play. together.

55. Prepare a skit to show how parents help us.

.66. Make a suPprise gift for the parents or the home.

57. List with the children the home duties that young children may --

, be 'able to assist with or assume. Evaluate.. Star .the duties

they have already assumed.

58. Discuss ways children can help parents and siblings,without

having 'some specific job assigned to them.

59. Discuss what happens wheh duties are not carried out. Role-play

the situations that are discussed.
.
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Books:

,A11 Alone With Daddy, Joan,Fassler; Behavioral Publishers, Inc.;
1969. Ellen is a little girl who likes to be alone with

her father While her mother is away, Ellen tries to take

her mother's place in her parents world.. Available- through

SEIMC. FL-0167

r.

RESOURCES

Before You Were A Baby, Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 201 Park

Avenue South, NewYork, New York 10003. Ages 4-8, $3.50

Growing gp., Growing Older, North Shore Committee on the Older
Adult;Holt,,Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1964

I Am Here, I Can Do It, Family ari I, Mx Friends and' ,

MurielStanek; Benefic Press, Chicago, Illinois, 1967. 301%4.-

(Set of books - Mental Health) S

Let's Read and Find-out Science Book, Paul and Kay Spe4y ShOwer"S

.
Love is a Special Way of Feeling, Joan Walsh Anglund

-:77 .

e Man of the House, Joan Fassler; Behavioral Publishers,.Inc.,
7

1969. Four year old David tries to become the protector

of the .house while his father is on a business trip. He"."::_i:.15,

promises to defend his mother against all the monsters,

of the world. Alvailable through SEIMC. FL-017.1

"MOnarch Butterfly, Marion W. Marcher;.E.M. Hale and Company,' --

',Eau Claire, Wisconsin, 1954. 595.7

,
M .. -:-

t'e

tly: Turtle pied Today, 8dith-G. Stull; Holt, -Rinehart and'

Winston, 1964. E

S
.

...,
,

The Old Man On Our Block, Agnes Snyder; Holt, Rinehart and

Winston, Inc.,-New York, 1964. .

,

See How It'Grows, Marguerite Walters; Grossit and' Dunlap,.

-- r. -,.__ --New Yo7.1771954.
.,.

. - . -.---5
. -

The- True Book -of Animal Babies, Ilia Podeadtirfl Widren'

Press, Chicap) Lllinois,.1955. 591
. _,...

P

This' Is My Family, Howard F. Fehr; Holt, Rijaehe0-and RTn*fi,

Inc., New Fork, 1963. t

F

rwilmmormermilmmwmilimmt-
..7.. .
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A Books: (Con's.)'

twins, Margaret Rush Ler:ner;
241 First Avenue Noeth,

0

Up Above 4:ndxDown Blow, Irm
4p ompany,-Tig York: 581

W

0

Lerner Publiditio6 Compelly;

Minneapolis, Minne ota 55401'

a Wibber; Scott, Po esman and

What's Inside, (the' s.tdry of an egg -that hatched), May Garelick; .

William R., Scott Inc., New York

Films:

s.

f

Adel ie Penguins of the Antarctic, BOCES #833-33, 23 minutes

Animals and Their 'Homes, BOCES #831-13, 11 minutes

Baby Animals, BOCES #841-16, black and white, 1D minutes

Birth of Puppies, BOCES #832-8, 16 minutes

Butterfly, BOCES #831.-183, 9 minutes

Care of Pets, BOLES. #832 -38, 13 minutes

Chicks and Chickens, BOCES #831-247, 10 minutes.

The Oay Grandpa Died, BOCES W831-36o, 11 minOtes

Families, BOCES #831-240, .10 minutes
Jr

Farm Babies and Their Mothers, BOCES #831-55,

Farmyard Babies, BOCES #a1056, 11 minutes

Fertilization arid Birth, BOCES #831-186, 10'miriutes,

1 Mi nutes

Gray Squirrel , BOCES .#831-63, 10 minutes.

Happy Little -Hamsters? BOCES #832-99, 13 minutes-

Honeymoon, 'BOCES #8317371, 9 minutes '

Humani and Animal Beginnings, BOCES #832-75, 13 minutes.

Lt Friend the Fish, BOCES #832-163,.18 minutes

t_t. Mother -is the Most Beautiful Woman in the World,''BOCE'S: #831-14Y,

9 minutes

/I
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. .

-
5Am: (COpv-t). ''.;".

..

, . . ....

-,.,,..,, fli,z. -yrtrg :the --Tbday, BOCES #831-148; 9 minutes;--.--r" A
., -. . -,- . . . .

. , ,... .... ....

Tortoise iiicr. the*.Mare ; BOCES #831-286, 8 minutes s
:

,. . . -
*--';',.-...-. .. Tri.ckr TreAt,130CES #831-287,8 minutes

vihat::U A Fami l'y ; . BOCES #&31-400, 8 minutes 1:
. ..... . -.4-. ,- _.

:"-.*:.:::* - " :sVionitei of Plaat-prowth, BOCES W831-1191: 11 minutes

.
....

.1 e'7:"
=4Y "tnuler.r.

-
,.
?-

. ,

j.:::T7.',"; .

F i 1 1%iprid

;

;
;

.
I.

9r4-12 BOCES #123-1.7-

.

II, ges 3-4; BOCES #123-18
i-"

.f.-2,_:--/f
4-:Reta ati n apd .Sexual ity, 20 minute fildistrip with record.

20.0 :-purchase, $5.00 rental. Order from Planned Parenthood,
tation.of Southeastern Pennsylvania, 1402 Spruce Stret,

..

, , -iv--; -.. "Asso'; ;4,t, ,..,..-... P.delphia, PennSyl ven.i a 19102--i- ))--.,...

. .

.... . .
7`.-`, 'CO' 1.77

". ',..9-,1----- ''""I' '. /";

7 fd'
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TEACHER REFERENCES

f..

" V

A Baby .Is Born: The Story of How Life Begins, Milton 5. Levine,

M.D757ajean-H, Siligmann;'New Yor,Golden PreSs, 1949.
Writtenfor the child 6 to 10 years of age, this isa *

book for parents to read with their Youngsters-. -The story

of how life begins is-told objectively and directly and

emphasizes the love relationship of the family unit;

Available through SEIMC. '-PR-0204

A Resource Guide in Sex Education for the Mentally Retarded,

'Lowell-715001z, Editor.
A 1971 revision of joint publication by two above organizations.

Editor-is editor of PhysiOal Education Newsletter, Croft

Educational Services, New London, CT. Offers guidelines

for helping mentally retarded-children and youth in both

residential facility or at home in the community; for programs

currently underway or thoseyet to be started. Urges content

be integrated with relevant aspeCts of existing curriculum;

recognizes the variety of potentialusers of the resource,

i.e. teachers;_aStents, counselors,.-professionals, para-

professionals. Includes-a number of valuable- additional

resources. Curriculum content organized into four categories:

awarenes of -self,,physiCal changes and understanding of self,

peer:relationSiiips, and respOpsibility to society., Sample

activities for each category. Write: Director, Project

on Recreation and Fitness for...the Mentally Retarded, AAHPER,

1201 16th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036 or SIECUS,

1855 Broadway, New York, New York 10023.

An- Intensive Training Curriculum for the Education of Young,-

Educable Mentally Retarded Children
Reports on research project of Palo Alto MediCal Research

Foundation and Medical Center, University of California, to

demonstrate effectivenesSof a social learning approach for:

education of young educable mentally retarded children.

Research ,conducted between January 1969 and Becefter 1971.

Write: Sheila A. Ro-ss, Senior Research Associate, Palo Alto,

Medical Research Foundation, Palo Alto, California 94305,

or Bureau of Education for Handicapped Children, Officeof

Education, U.S. Department'of Health, Education, and Welfare,

Washington D.C. :20203.

Curriculum Guide for Human Sexuality, (K-12), Putnam-Westchester.
BOCES, Yorktown Heights, New York .10598, 1974

Facts About Sex, Sol Gordon, New York: :John Day Co., 1973. 612.6
G

Facts Aren't Enough, MarionCO., Lerrigo, et. al., NEA and American

Medical Association, 1962. A very detailed look at -the nature'

and need for sex-education is presented in this-booklet. It

Is written for 'adult use with children preschool through

teenage years. PE-0627. '
T7
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Guidelines on Planning a Training Course on Human Sexuality and

the Retarded, Planned Parenthood Assbciatiop.

Inte14ctual Level and Sex Role Development in Mentally Retarded

Children, H.B. Biller and L.J. Borstelmann, American Journal

,of Mental Deficiency; 70:443, 1965.

Marriage and Mental Handicap, Janet Matterson, Uniiersity of

Pittsburg Press, 1972..

Mental Retardation: A Family Study, E.W. Reed and S.W. Reed,

Philadelphia:. W.B. Saunders Co., 1965.

"New Directions for the Retarded ",, Joseph T. Weingold, Journal

of Clinical Child Psychology, Vol. II, No I, Winter.

Parents Responsibility, Marion 0. Lerrigo, et. al., NEA and

American Medical Association, 1970. Many parents feel

hesitant about when and how to discuss sex with their

youngsters. This pamphlet helps to guide them by suggesting

'many ways to handle common questions and situations which

arise as youngsters "grow up'. PR-0624

'Publications List on SIMS Publications Office

MR Sexuality and Sex 1855 Broadway

Education New York, New York 10023

"Sex and the Mentally Ret rded", Dr.,A.N. _Jennings, Rehabilitation

In Australia, October 1970.

Sex Education andthe Mentally Retarded, H.M. Selznick,-46hnston

Bull, 5:23, 1962.

.
f

Sex Education for the Mentally Retarded by Virginia Young Blackridge,

MD, 1969. Discussion for parents who have an'educable or

trainabe retarded child. Simplified information on physical-

development and sexuality. Emphasizes helping child enjoy,

living in an unsheltered life as possible commensurate With'

his intelligence. Discusses birth control, abortion, venereal

disease, and homosexuality in relation to mental retardation.

Divides material into that ,suitable for child with mental

age of 1-3 years; 3-7 years; 3-10 years. C kleite:. Alameda

-County Mental Retardation Service, 131 Estudillo Avenue,

San Leandro, California 94577, . .
i
,.

---.

"SeX,Education for the Mentally Retarded: An Analysis of Problems, ,

Prograths, and Researc 'h ", Edward Vockell and Pathm Mattick, ,

Education and Training:of the Mentally Retaeded,'Octobee 1972.
,

7
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Sex Education'of_the Mentally Petardedfhild in the Home by.,
lyn S. GeOel, .D., 1969. Originally presented asa 4

paper to ti-e 06uncil for Exceptional Children in 1968 by
chief of school health section. Emphasizes motivational
factbrs. Stresses need for both non- verbal and verbal
ccTTunication at the child's comprehension level.
Generalize° diScUssion of how to impart knowledge of
Sexuality tomentally retarded child, and importance of
parents understanding the development of his sexual
feeling to help him make life decisions. Stresses need
for parents- to seek resources of several disciplines to
adequately help child. For availability write to:
'National Association for Retarded Children, Inc.,
2709 Avenue E East, Arlington, Texas' 76010.

Sexuality and the Mentally Retarded, Karl. E. Thallpr and Barbara
D. Thaller, OTTTETF Economic Opportunity, Washington D.C.,
1973. (Extensive report onconferente - excellent) $3.00:

"Sexual Problems of the Mentally Retarded", Frank J. Memolascino,.

Sexual Behavior, November 1972.

Social Attitude ilpordach to Sex Education for the Educable

Mennlly Retarded
A series of lessons developed in 1967 to help the educable

mentally retarded student develop_social_skills_and attitudes:

Emphasis is on sex education. Sequential program for pre-

primary through adolescence: Extensive bibliography of

books and multi-media resources. -For,availability
Special Education Curriculum Development Center, University

,of Iowa, Iowa City, IA 52240.

Special Education Guide for Teachers; Educable Mentally Retarded,

Write for information on above to State Schdols for Retarded

.Children, State Department of Education, Division of Public

Schools, JefferSon City, MO 65101.
.

SumMary Report of Workshop: Family Life and Sex Education for '.

Teachers of 'e Mentally Retarded by Edward. L, MeYen, TM.

Summarizes worshop in which 42 teachers of mentally retarded

considered guidelines for teachihg sex education to mentally

retarded. Emphasis on individual evaluation of materials,
techniques for instruction, not attempt to provide teacher

with "cookbook" approach to subject. Helpful guidelines

for setting up similar workshops. For availability write

to 'Kansas City Social Health.Society, Inc., 406-West 34th St.,

Suite 412, Kansas City, MO 64111. '

e
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CONSUMERt-ENVIONMENTAL AND PUBLIC HEALTH

-.OVERVIEW

Covern for the environment is new to some children, especially those .

who have learnIng 'handicaps. Some seriously involved children tend'to see

themselves as'the center of the universe and are very self-centered and

trospective. For them it is hard to see that everyone, including themselves,
must make sacrifices in order to protect an environment "out there."

For some children the environment is confusing. They have sensations

from things around them, but their sensations and perdeptions are somehow

not neurologically unified into a meaningful whole. They may not see that

throwing things out of the car window will have a very real effect oh-the

quality of the roadside because for them the thrown objects disappear.

Still other children feel that any environment outside t he realm of

their immediate experience is threatening, because anything unfamiliar is

threatening to them. It is hard to feel a responsibility for the earth
when natural forces are perceived as evil and destructive.

How can the special education teacher help? This unit is designed to

provide some answers to that question.

If.practicing environmental responsibility is-new to most children,

playing, the role of consumer it not: Handicappedochildren watch television

as much if not more than their non-handicapped peers, and if they spend less

on worthless food and worthless toys, it is undoubtedly because they have

less money available to them. They may bdssionately believe that Bang Pop

-Crunchies is a cereal which will make them do well in school and have many

friends; and if they don't succeed fn convincing their mothers to buy it,

they-may be preparipg to treat themselves to an entire adulthood of worth-

less breakfasts in revenge.

It is tremendously difficult-td make handicapped children recognize

false and misleading advertising, and-distinguish between useful and ef-

.
fective consumer products and those that may be useless or even harmful.

This problem is tied in with the necessity fcir knowing that if'a physical

. prob em exists, one should go to a doctOr ther than attempt to cure one's

r-N1
self. Familiarity with those individuals wHo an really help to protect and

mai tain health is essential to beinb a wise,hea th consumer.

89
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c.

OBJECTIVES

1. Exploih.that the concept-of,env.ironment includes all aspects of ones.

surroundings.

Appreciate the role tkiat _thf.lenses pl -ay in tejlingone abobt one's 6,',

'vironment. , z '1--.,,

3. Idehtify the elements within-the environment that have tJ'e pdtential of

being harmful. , .0 .

.

4. Identify ways that one must protect oneself from some parts of his en-

vironment in order to stay healthy and safe. 47,

5. State ways children can help maintain healthy and safe s.chool, home,

And community.

6. Identify ways children can destroy or preserve the earth's beauty and

benefits.

Name familiar members of the school and community who work together to

maintain safeand healthy°Surroundings.

B., Express in words or actions a belief that a person's neighborhood is an

__important place to that person. .
,

--' , , --- 1 )

9. Recognize familiar health problems whit) are the joint responsibility of
, ..

individuals and gtoups.- /ro
10; Urlderstand that community helpers can help us decide what products are

safe'for

11. Understand that products that are advertised as heing fun -or tasting'

good are not always good for one's health.
1

12.-=Identify the people who children con go to for medical care and reliable

health information.

.13. Recognizeyhat warnings look like on various products, and heed them.

81
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MAJOR CONCEPTS

1. Our health is:affected by our surroundings.
.

2. Without water and air, human.life,Would ndt continue.

3. There are living and non-living Hazards in. our environment.

4. Youf sense organs alert you to all that is going cn about you.

:-.Eactl.of us can improve:his environment.

-- Mere are ways to protect ourselves against the effectS: of the environ-
ment so we can live in safety, comfort, and good health.-

-7. A neighborhood is a place to live, play, work, go to school and enjoy.-
Na(

8. Everything in'your neighborhood is part of your environment.

g. Many people work in different places,in the community to keep us well.

10. Pure food is essential to cloOd health.

11. Ma"ny4people Work-to keep water ancLair safe.

12. Many people work to protect our'food..

13. Some people whO help us are medital or health' workers.

14. Noise has an effect on how'we-feel'and att:

Protection and promotion of health is an individual and community re-

- sponsibijity.

16. Advertising often affects what we buy, thereby affecting our health.

17. Some advertised products can be harmful to children.

18. Use of health information, products, -and.services is influenced by

values and perceptions.

19. Health information, regardless of accuracy, may come from various

sources.

,20.. Ncil'healih information comesfrom family and friends.

21. -There are people who are especially trained to keep us he.41thy.

22. Aerosol spray cans have been shown to be detrimental 'to both indivi-

dUal and the'environment.



.
-

CONTENT OUTLINE'

I.,,Factors in Our Environment
.

:'.10t. Whet is'our environment?

B.- Howdoes our- environment,affect us?
c,.-What..-can we do, to control the. environment and preivide protdction

for .

.4I.'.Working Together: Responsibilities
.."

A
.

- School .
. -

..,-

. -

p...Nome
t.- Community

1. 'Hospital'
2. NealthDepartment
.3. Other agencies .

D. Neighborhood

IIJ. 'Health Profdstionals in the Camunity . 7

A. Doctors,.' nd nurses .

B. Dentists and dental hygieriists , I,

.- . ,)
C. Druggists and pharmacists.

i

,--
D. Publichealth nurses

% .

c) p. How Do We Determine What Is Reliable and Unreliiable Information,
.

A. Advertising,and4ts influence
... -

.B. Reading labels, following directions . r

C. following safety precautions

, D.'-Guidance from community helpers ,- .

. Af.'

Safetyyrecautionsfo.the You Consumer

.
VI. Community Helpers for -the Young'Consumer.

z

.

r es
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LEARI1UIG AUD EVALUATIVE ACTIVITIES

1._. Have clas't visit a dairy to inspect facilities for fresh,-cTean-Milk.'
-

,,-,, -,,. .. : ,
, 2 . HaVe c1 ass ,visit a -ciderMi 11 and sugarbush .Lo inspect sanitation faril i ties. ,

, .
_. . . ,

i
,. ,

.: Have a smaJ.1 growp. investigate "sanitationn a' bakery; report to: the class.
- ? -,

4. Have dietitian explain reasons for daily inspection of kitchen facilities, ''.,
wearing hairnets, .etc. ,

....
, . . . .

. . .

5. Have rypre,sentatives orlocal industries, dxpriyin to class how they cooperate
to keep air and /or water clean--; have class' visit industry.. ,

a , ..
.

.3
, .- .t.

6_. Have water department representatir explain what happens to water befOre.

it reached the home. , ,\
7. Discuss how one can tell whether or ,not water is _dep.

8. Have students draw pictures,''S'howing ways they-can best ,care fdr -personal
'belongings.

9. 0iscuss individual responsibility for keeping lunchroqm end p1agground
neat.

10. .Role-play a situatto which courtesy may help to improe,tindesirable
".

conditions. E.

-44.:::-
.11. Observe the teftect of prolonged eXposure on foods that,reguire special

storage. Think of ways to, store- yari6us foods . ,Mel Ice cream,.-in'a ' --- .

plastic bag-to. demonstrate'fhat% it can besav d mit ut being fro;en. '
. _

Oat
.i2. Lis,t 'rays children'can help to- promote go8dli

_

,

./

ith in tpe.coni*rilty.

13. Discuss the proper, use and maihtejiance of drinking;foOfealos 0,1"avatorie$. ,/.;
. / ".'"'''l- .,, ,,-,.,,

sonal,,trath-, etc: .. . -2
osil. Ofper14. .Discuss the detrimental e.,ffecs'of littering and,.iipproger
'' ''''''

, /- --
. .

15. Clean up playgrouhd to improve envi nm,en t , - , -,..
/7,,.

. ,.

. . --..< ) Y.- .i''y.',/'/ ,-"/,* 2,. . : ' ,

.16. Read books pertaining to child's itay in' ho pital or ,f111;ir'con' rnitiq
. 7 child '3 .hospital experlente. -t - -)

-- . ,,,,,,
17. Discuss the importance .of,', a' cleari_and bright hoi4c. sch9oir-daM, 'e,ta.

low up Suggestions and clean schoolroom. -,/
. ,

,66 ' ' . ;

1.8. Have students suggestwaysin which, the, schoolroom ari'be: iM/py ed ,. ;Fel
low Ilp suggestions by rear'rabgi mg ,,furni Lure an changi bulTetin'bOrtt'.-v / --

-or, doing whatever' 4.S 's9ggekiect., ...,,,

2 1.

It' a

'

8
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4 A

Students collect pictures to ow how proper heating, lighting., colors
of walls, furnitUre, ventilatiO , etc., add to comfort. ,

play- being On a crowded bus a. d hoW it feels.

21. play- being in a ite-aifow ,other"Nspacious area.

22. Ask students tO tell all ofsthe ways in which water is used by man.
Develop a bul.1Ptin boai-d display showing these uses. Visit a water
plant or ,pictures can-be shown. .

.

23. Illu trate'howlair carriel'particles too small to sewby opening,,a
bot le ofaromatic material (perfu e) and -asking students to- indicate
wh n they firS,are aware of, the bo et:

f 'e

24-4. -Ask students how tfiey know what is cooking in the kitchen when they are_
- in a room other than the kitchen.

..,25Vsk student to observe overcast conditions not due -to weather; discuss
the-reaction this may_ have on people (coughing, a taste in the mouth,
etc.).

yr

26. "Collect pictures of ponds, lakes, rivers, and reservoirs and ask the
class. whether they think it is -safe to drink water out of or to swim .-

in these places. If possible take a field trip* to a 'nearby pond, lake,
river.andior reservoir and ask similar questions:.

27,; 'Have the school diettian explain the necessity of the.precautions taken
in. the kitchen and unc'hroom (clean, white clothing, rubber gloves, hair
nets, or.hats, etc ).

28. Havestudents h= p to make posters that show good lunchroom practices.,
..,- .. Eyaluate, and. d splay. -, -,

, , .

;29.' Take, the ch dren to vi the cafeteria showing the preparations of
,. ,. ,food and i the dishes re shed , .

. . .
A

- Z.- ,-f-live ;...t. is observe sanitation procedures in, the kitchen and lung-
,, ',,.-A:Oom. p-,et'to,and evaluate with rest, of crasS.--- :-

,.:.-

s tiay

.
0

cppect pictuees of thincewhich,,contribute to the noise
1 of our gox-Froor,ent..

ct.iss when., noise -fili-c-Ces, ;when noise is
,- /1 -;-= -

.

33 er ;an dioonstrate v-afi-ou:s.-voi-ce levels and have children -discuss
re-,f*,e4*-1:',:/;.,.:: t.'";,=,-;

;; z'-' . . ..4
- ,_ , , /--' ' " , , ..- .,,. _,...,-..0

V-r --,, ..t,..,z IV rb,y;. 1-arket ,or di.scuS5`; rglebns for packaging food, for re-
*frfi)d.th-tc.1094-'..let c . %:.-.

,,,,/- - ,.
,

,.. 21/.';''' '''''Z'..::'
s ._,,:-, ,.

}. -sc,41:i!ile, Yilig$i)t 5 po-rf.... in TiTling prescriptions.
, , /,;:. ,,`',-ni<- .c,:,!.", .'-',,1:,:;; ,

,frY.-<-'' - ' .;
*

./.::: D . , .*

36.,-,-Allow studeri, ,.;,t.otef -about their 'vAsi is to the local pharmacy and
,. many diff-rY6/1,41klnd.--s- ?edicine tbey sar,/ there.. Evaluate.

,'.. ,
-

4 . 83
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37.. Discuss the importance of only taking medicatiOn when'parents, doctors,

brItyyses give it to us. ,'

38. ViScuss the importance of taking the righekind of medicine and why the
*pharmacist must know all about substances that make up medicine and

drugs.' .

39. AJMortar and pestle can bsbown as examples .of the pharmacist's tools.

40. If any children have had everientes in hospitalS,:a discussion of how
thgy were helped. and 6', whom can be used.

41. *Discuss how research people are all/rays-looking fon new ways td-keep

people. healthy and'how the laboratory people can help doctors.

42.

43.

44.

Visit the'dentist as a class to see how-important he feels cleanliness c

is.
. .

Have children relate thei-r,exileriences with the dentist.
-

.Discuss the dentist's rol.iti proObting good dental care:as well as

treatment.

45. If there is a .denta hygienist in the,school, have her visit and tell

about thedentist's work and also i'ler role in assisting him:

.
. ,

46. Ask the students, to tell, what they
...

tHink happens to foo0,befOre itT

. 'comes.to them in 'cans,' frozen packages, etc,- ,

_ .

,
.

people47. DiScuss how'cartain inspe2t foods to make sure they are safe

for eating.

i
. 8. Have \arious.School'personnel 'visit.class to discuss' how theyr keep us

healthy. .

. - 0
. ._

49. -Ask: Who are some of the school employees that help to keep us healthy

besides the principal and teachers? How does-the cafeteria worker help'?

Does the janitor he10 If so, how? The'scHool nurse? Dental hygienist?

0 School doctor? The teacher?

50_ Set up a chifd!,kroom to point out, dangers of a cluttered room.

51. Each.child reports on a chore'he performs daily to, help kdep. Vs home

.clein. 7

52. DiScdss and demonstrate proper methods"for diiposin4,6fwasfesi make.
waste baskets for home use. ,

53. Have children find pictores of:community. helpers to contribute toa
. !bulletin board.

54. To show interdependence of living things:, crow beans... using different

.dontrols! With! and without "sunlight: tf"

.With and without watell', ;'

With and without care.
7 ./
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55. Set up a, display, "Being Helpful", using dolls who are carrying trash :.

out, raki'ng leaves, dusting, washing .sink,-feedino pets, .6aking.

Role play %eing helpful" athhome and at 'school.

57. Pantomioe the various jobs that people in school have that are necessary

to keep'the school healthy. . .

. .
,

58. Visit a real nr imaginary super'ma'rket. Look for all the things you can

find to help keep us healthy. Talk-about those you think are best. Make

pictures of them. Why-did some products attract you? -

59. Read, listen and tape different commercials which advertise a certain

product. What does each commercial try to make you believe? To what

are the Ley words appealing?.

'60. Play a 'game: "I'm Thinking" of the person who mixes the medicines the

doctor tells. you to take,tc., .

61. Discuss ways'iri which the doctor is your friend in relation to Consumer

health. Have a doctor visit the classroom.

.62. Have class discussion about the many different f*.i.ays.in which children

learn about health. Role play finding answers to health suggestions.

63. Make bulletin board display zof pictures which show. how choices affect
r,

..Lp.64,1 Make a mural or scrapbook and/or a mobile showing' all the people and

ways- in whith we learn- health ,jnformation.

di. Distinguish between patent medicines and prescription medication.

/ .-_

,;- . . , .

, -66; Discussrlabeling.Of patent medicines:
,

67:. Act out TV commercials pertaining,to health informati6n. Have the class*

discuss effects on the listener, reader, recip4ent. _:::,--

- 68. Discgsrules.of spraying (for aduts). Spray only on,a calm day,. (no

: wind)(-_,.,-always .spray -away from you, ,arid make sure nd one.or no, pets'are

present.
,:. . , .

. . , . .
.

. .

/ 69... nave children dress up in the costumes of variouscommunity helpers --

'/ . _doctor, nurse; janitoretc.

...i, 0-
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i-.. ., SAFETY AND *FIRS AID'
. - -.4.....,:-

..oft . :t,..7-0.
- . .

c,\_. ,-. .-....,..6.i...". OVERVIEV
. --- ..::, .:..--- -, ' :.

.

a.

.

One.of-thesmost important prTblems in modern American life is the .

vastly increasing number of accidents from all sources.. Therefore, it
becomes imperative that.students be helped to recognize the cases of

-accidents and haw they may be avoided..

2, The best first aid is prevention, but if an accident does occur,
young Children should be reminded to ask for help from an, adult instead

. of trying to put a bandage on ,themselves.

Educablylnentally retarded children can ,be taught what to do in

case of fire. All young children can be taught to:,go to the nearest

adult for help.. Finally, any child who can speak should be taught his

name and phone number, so that if lie is lost, authorities can reach the

parents.
..

The challenge. to the _teacherls to.p.roVide the children with the
information and-Skills which,:will;_be of -most value in an emergency.

4

.

OBJECTIVES

1. Distinguish, between safe and potentially fiazardous activities.

2. Eval9ate potential risks and identify hazards that relate to various

activities, using`sound-judgment In avoiding or coping with

'them 'and alerting others to such risl(s.

,Practice behavioral traits which will enhance the safety-Pfoneself

and others.

4. Establish the idea that accidents are ,caused by human and envinon-

.
mental factors and 'may4-esult in injury, property damage or death.

.

5 Formulate the cpncept that natural and man -made environmenfal-Jaciors

influence health and safety and that some environmental conditions can

vv be modified and controlled.

6. Demonstrate courtesy with peers-..

7. 'Define a selected number of school safe rules.

3..
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MAJOR CONCEPTS
5.

1, Safe living involves the de'velopment and use of safety precautions while
recognizing the inevitability' and appeal of risk taking:

2. .Safe conduct to and from school becomes an individual's responsibility.

3. We should be aware of many different things When we are walking.

4. The Community helps in keeping' areas safe for pedestrian:

,.

5.. There aft community helpers and school people concerned. with our wel.:

being: ' .

,. .

6. Mowing what to do ahead of time can- save gives in hazardous situations
,

relating to fire. ________ - .

7. We can practice safety andcourtesy away from school to help prevent

accident in play and.recreational activities.

8. We can help others preirent accident's..

9. Play activities are fun, but must be controlled.

10. _Codrtesy and conduct are-important fdr good school safety.

IJ 11. School accident prevention depends on every individual.

12. We can assume, responsibility for accident prevention.

13: An understanding of the potehtjal of electricity is important in es-

tablishing a safe household atmosphere.

14. Certain physical'- factors. coupled with care.lessness can'be responsible

fdr falls, and are a common danger in the---home:'

- 15. Many, home accidents can be eliminated by the action ot,in4ividual family

16. Everyday materials can be harmful if tried improperly (egample: scissorsi

Rendls).,'

17'. it is not wise to, toy or. animaAs ;that-you are not- farililiar with
- -

as they may be dangerqtri.

0

%.
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.-.SOtiTElli OUTLINE

I .. Traffi cyand,

A.- The safe pedesf,
B. The wise autopolyi4T4.,0aAse
C. Traffit--sigri-:-'' A.,
D. Safety Patrol
E. Seat Belts

. ?'
II. School Bus Safety

A. -Safety white 'waiting:Lfthfj.#e-btiS
B. Sate actions while bodidinkand riding
C. Safe be"haviorl.1;then and after' leaving the school bus
D. Emergency bus drills
E. Safety regulatiOns fcir s-chool buses -

III, Bicycle Safety
A. Basic skills for safe operation of a bicycle
,B. School /community programs in bicycle safety

IV. Fire Safety ,

A. Fire - benefits and hazards
B. The causes of fires
C.. fire drills at home and at school
D. Reporting a fire to the closest adult
E.. Fire protection
F. False alarms a hazard in themselves

V. Home Safety
A. Falls and their prevention
B. Burns and how to` avoid them
C. Electricity -a potential ,hazard
D. Roitons - the skull andcrossbones and more.
E. Animals - know them or leave them alone
F. Neighborhood hazards - let's 4rrect them
G. Miscellaneous hazards in the home
H. Obtaining help in emergencies

'VI. School Safety
A.. School routine
B. Handling tools,kscissors and other sharp objects
C. Trick's, tripping and roughness
a. Safe behavior in the lunch room

Safe;ty,in the school 'environment

enVironment
Cprridors :and stairs . need to be kept safe
Lavatory and safety rules
Iaftori:u0 and rules of,"condua

,Wytf,phslutt safety.;

afet1,6 '.the playground
fle-A 1 rules to -f o 1 ow /

pit g's are fPr swinging
Monkeying around on the monkey bars

-,51ides. can be slippery rid- ha'zardou's

5. gunning can be safe and fun

-82-.
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VII. Winter Recreational Safety
A. Sledding
B. Skating -
C.. Snowballing

.D. Snowmobi 1 i ng

VIII. Spring and Stimmer.Recreational Safety
A. Kite flying

B. Baseball and softball
C. Swimming
D. -Boating

E. Camping and hiking
F. Nature's hazards

a. Snakes '

b: Poisonous plants
c. Lightning

IX. Safety on the_ Holidays
A. Halloween

1. Costumes safe but fun
2. Trick or treat
Christmas
1. Making your tree a safe one

. 2. Decdrations - pretty, but safe/
C. Easter

D. Independence Day

X. Basic First, Aid

A. Obtaining the help of adult
B. Dialing the operator when an adult is not present;

,

.1'
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LEARUING AND EVACUATIVE ACTIVITIES

1. Have the class develop some rules of "safeplay" (marblats and othe
objects kept out of the mouth, ose,.ears; not to'run with pointed
objects; not to throw hard-objects).* Post these rules and refer to °

them when necessary. %

'2. Discuss takinturns.

3.. Dramatize what to do if a ball rolls into a street.'

4. Demonstrate care of minor injury. -Discuss importance of adult

guidance and reporting all injuries /o matter how-mall.

5: Discuss why an adult should always.be present when children are near

an open fire.

6, Discuss water and boat safety.

7. Demonstrate how to act in case of a home fire (getting out of building,

',--alternate routes, getting adult help).

8'. Discuss the safe place and way to use a kite; what materials to use for

flying a kite.'

.
9. -Make bulletin board displays on safety in, and around the school.

10. DisCuss what to do if an accident happens at school when there is no

adult present.

1. Demonstrate the difference in slipperiness of a dry and wet basin to

. 'show hazards of tub and-shower. Role play what could happen if lava-

tory floor becomes -wet.

12. Visit the scene of-.a recent fire in the,neighborhood.

13. DisciisS what could be results of skates, pencils, marbleS left On

stairs or floors.

.14'. Make receptacles for matches.

15. Conduct simpleexperimen0 to show flammability ormaterials and effects

of draft on fire..
.1C-

16. Demonstrate that a rubber-backed rug will not slip as easily as one that

is not rubber-backed.

17. Discuss behavior during acl-iool fire 'drill., Motice location of.fire

safety equipMent in the building.

*T8: Visit 'a fire house.
4
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19. Demonstrate static electricity (1alking.on wool carpet, combing hair,
stroking cat's fur, etc.). .. , .

.-
,

.20, Deyelop a chart, ".code of conduct" for classroom behavior made by ,the
clas4.after a discussiOn of individual responsibility iniaccident
prperition Vollowing rules, informing teacher when equipment is worn
or broken,.etc.): Post for easy reference.

24. 'Discuss horseplay in any situation.

22. DisCuss electrical storm hazards...,

23. Discuss. poison symbol. Construct cabinet made of heavy paper; place-
'in it'dra"wi-ngs of all things that may be tpison. ,DisCUss taking'
medicine. '
4.... , ,

, 0

I-.
24. Establish rule of what children should do when approached by strangers.

...._ Discuss why pupils should not talk to strangers or accept anything from
them. 'Role viay what to do when approached by a stranger.

.......

25. Draw or mark-off a street On classroom floor. Use toy cars to demon-
strate dangers of walking cut between parked cars, stepping off curbs
without looking, and turning 'cars, especially righthand turns.

26.

27.

Discuss meaning of courtesy in relation to concern for the Other person
and safety for others. (No tripping, shoving, etc.)

4;P

Have children make posters showing do's and don't's-of_good housekeeping
practices 'of what happens when loor'is not tidy and 'Clean, etc. Post
on bulletin board and.discu s.

28. Discuss how behavior shou tie adjusted to mpi4t unexpected weather hazards.

29. Discuss car oasseger sa, ety (seat belts; do not disturb the driver).

p
30.

'4:,' , / -- ..

Have'a member of '6 snowmobile .clu,byisit class to discuss safety pointers.,

/ ,

31. Darken room and have,pupils dressed in various colored clothing walk in ./,

. front of room. Be sUre to have one pupil wear white.. Discuss which .

colors are more easily seen and the clatrdct way to walk'ilong streets
Or highways that do not have sidewalk .

-e
U. Walk around the scho.o4 neighborhood tolearn location of ttaffic signs.

. (7.-\
;-. 0

33.? Discuss safety problems encountered while going to and frOmhtchool:
'Include meaning of safety signs - danger; stop, slow, school, rtiroa.d,

7/etc.
, .

34. Prepare a lrst of safety rules Or,Use when rtd,ing the sch01 bus; or -
dramatize by arranging chairs tb Yepresent school bus. ,S,how, correct

way of boarding; riding, qeaqn4,/and crossing in fron Of bus.. In-
:

clude,emergenCY evacuation;,

.1" PA.

'
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1T. /Discuss simple safety,rules'regarding electric light cords, Vckets.,

and use Of small appliances.
. . .

'- ' '. i

36. Discusi danger of turning on lights or touching electrical_appliances1-

.
when hands'and feet are wet. ,

, ,
c', &

;

.

. ,.

37. Bring an electric train to school and demonstrate proper use. .Discuss

sate use of transformer.
.

38, Make raffic signal box (milk carton covered withipaper with appropriate

colors). Mount onstick and play traffic.games.

.

39. Set up traffic situations and illustrate rules 'for pedestrians. Invite

a policeman to visit class/to help with discussion.
. ,

40. Discuss why children should not use Matches Or candles. Parents should'-

light 0-7idles and fires for children 'and be present while they are lit.

41. Use role playing, pupp et demonstratio ns and flannel board characters to.

develop- the idea of'resnectfor other's safety.

42. Discuss eye care including keeping things out of the eyes, and what to

do-when one gets something in one's eye.

.

43. Discuss keeping things out of the.mouth. Include discussion on plants

_being poisonous.

44. Discuss and list safety rules in 'sports activities. .

.

45. Demonstr'ate what to do and what not to do when someone else is in trouble ,

in the water.

46. Have local emergency unit members in to explain their functiOns.

4
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Book's:
,

;

.

RES6ORtES ,

. .

Bicycle Songs o` Safety, Jill and Lawrence Grossman; Holt;. Ringhart.
on( and W3nst, Inc.; 1964, 784 .

G . '. ....

Safety Action;Traffic and Pedestrian Safety. A. aide fOr. Teachers
in the Elementary Schools; ERIC =Ed 051-1647T0-aware State...* :***
Departaent of P.ublIc Instruction, Dover; Department of Trans- 7_

prtation Washington; DC* fORS .or;,.,, MC SU5

School rt....strian Safety, SCOPE, P.Q. Box 254; Oakdal,, New YOrk -.- .

7n769; Price - 58:50 . . ., .
,,,- e .

A

Films:

Fire: Sound theAlarm, BOCES z831=364,. 11 minutes

-In Case of Fire, BOCES =842-24, 20 Minutes

HEN:

c.

r

Meeting Strangers: Red Light., GreenLiiht,,BOCES 4832-98, 20 minutes,

.1One Got Fat, BOCES 8 3 2 2 0 0 , 15 minutes

Our Community, BOCES ii841-33, 12 minutes ;. . -
Primary afety: On the Way to SchoOl , ocE's,"#sai 2378 mi,pRies

Safest Way, The, BO,CES =842=53, 20 minutes.

Safety Adventure Out of Doors, 'BOCES #83.1-174, 11 Rio ratites.
.

Sniffy Escapes Poisoning, BOCES '0831-336; 6-minutes
0

. 'Fire Safety Nathrials, HH
0

.
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